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the impossible dream 
A dream is not meaningless, not absurd, but 
actually represents the fulfillment of a wish. 
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This yearbook is dedicated to the graduating 
class of 1968 with the supposition that their achieve-
ments will be greater, their dreams and goals higher, 
and their final ultimate victory grander in the quest 





THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM 
To dream the Impossible Dream, 
To fight the unbeatable foe, 
To bear with unbearable sorrow, 
To run where the brave dare not go. 
To right the unrightable wrong, 
To love pure and chaste from afar, 
To try when your arms are too weary, 
To reach the unreachable star! 
This is my quest, 
To follow that star, 
No matter how hopeless, 
No matter how far; 
To fight for the right 
Without question or pause, 
To be willing to march into hell for a 
heavenly cause! 
And I know, if I'll only be true 
To this glorious quest, 
That my heart will lie peaceful and 
calm, 
When I'm laid to my rest, 
And the world will be better for this; 
That one man, scorned and covered with 
scars, 
Still strove with his last ounce of 
courage, 
To reach the unreachable stars. 
From the musical play, "Man of La 
Mancha" 
Words by: Joe Darion 
Music by: Mitch Leigh 
Copyright © 1965 by Andrew Scott, 
Inc., Helena Music Corp. & Sam Fox 
Publishing Company, Inc. By special 
permission of the Sam Fox Publishing 
Company, Inc., Sole Agents. 
The Impossible Dream 
It may not make it across the sea, 
This frail craft bearing the soul of me; 
The winds are rough and the waves are 
high, 
And the sea has defeated stronger than I. 
But I cannot wait for the winds to still, 
So I set my sails and heave to with a will -
And I battle the waves, and the waves fight 
back, 
The night is dark and the skies are black, 
And I may go down in the rolling tide -
But I will not fail-for I will have tried. 
Helen Lowrie Marshall 
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To dream the Impossible Dream, 
to fight the unbeatable foe, 
We live in a troubled and confused world. People 
the world over are treading softly, nervously await-
ing 'the next trouble spot to erupt; all wondering 
what internal problem will explode in their midst 
and shatter their mask of pseudo-complacency. As 
Americans, we too face the unexpected eruption of 
some suppressed mushrooming monster of tension 
and hatred. The summer of 1967 saw racial blood-
shed engulf many of our major cities. When will we 
find the peace we desperately seek? 






Opinions founded on prejudice are al-
ways sustained with the greatest viol-
ence. 
Lord Francis Jeffrey 
We should not let our fears hold us back from pursuing our hopes. 
John Fitzgerald Kennedy 
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To bear with unbearable sorrow, 
to run where the brave 
dare not go. 
Children are the world's most valuable 
resource and its best hope for the future. 








pl.ire and chaste from 
Many people hold special ideals for the future . 
Most of them would welcome a world of peace in 
which they could raise their families and enjoy the 
company of their friends. 
Some see the teaching profession as an impor-
tant role for shaping the future generations into a 
peace-loving, and peace-keeping, society. These indi-
viduals will have every opportunity to achieve suc-
cess and fulfill their hopes for world peace. For 
peace-loving teachers with knowledge and under-
standing of human relations can steer the lonely, 
unloved child in our society from a trail of self-de-
struction to a path of acceptance and hope. In the 
hands of these individuals will be catapulted the 
heirs to the future. They can teach their students 
love - or hate. They can nurture thoughtfulness of 
action - or thoughtlessness . They can sow seeds of 
tolerance - or prejudice . So many important ideals 
can be planted and nourished during the school 
years, the formative years. These ideals will save -



















To try when your arms are too weary, 
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To reach the unreacl1able star! 
The teacher is like the candle which lights oth-





Men are four: 
He who knows not and knows not he knows not, he 
is a fool - shun him; 
He who knows not and knows he knows not, he is 
simple - teach him; 
He who knows and knows not he knows, he is asleep 
- wake him; 
He who knows and knows he knows, he is wise -
follow him! 
Lady Isabel Burton 
As students in education we have set goals 
which we hope to attain. Some goals are immediate, 
such as plans for teaching that have already been 
cemented by a contract with a school district. Others 
are long-term, including the plans of marriage made 
by college sweethearts and the desire to have a room-
ful of kids all their own. Some goals are higher in 
comparison with others. Some people simply have 
bigger plans . But all these goals are alike in that 
they define future plans for the people who hold 
them. 
Some of us may use the teaching profession as a 
stepping-stone into new areas of concentration and 
acceleration. Some may have a hand in planning 
model schools for our future generations. Some will 
grow old in the teaching profession. The goals still 
exist and we must seek the fulfillment of them. 
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This is my quest, to follow that star, ... 
I 12 
As future teachers, we are assuming important 
positions in our society, for we must shape the intel-
lectual, physical, and most importantly perhaps, the 
social attitudes of these young Americans we will 
t each. We face a big responsibility, but we must, and 
will succeed if we remain committed to the ideals of 
the teaching profession, the characteristics we hold 
which ident ify the "good" teacher. 
One of the favorite quotes of Roben J. Maaske, 
former president of OCE until his death in 1955, 
stands on a wall in the entrance foyer of our library. 
The plaque, presented to the school in his memory by 
the senior class of 1956, reads: 
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No matter how hopeless, no matter how 
14 
We are students, and as students we exist in a 
transient state of being, not quite academically 
qualified for our teachers certificate, yet not en-
tirely foreign to the occupation that will draw our 
attention in the years to come. We've taken a step 
in the direction of accomplishment. Some of us 
have already passed across the imaginary bound-
ary that separates teachers from students, while 
others have moved gradually towards that bound-
ary with two or three years of teacher preparation 
behind them. Many have just started. Some have 
failed along the way, not because they didn't want 
to succeed or because they couldn't "make the 
grade," but because something else was more im-
portant. Maybe their dedication will change and 
the desire to become a teacher and seek the fulfill-
ment of that impossible dream will once more stir 
their mind and heart. 
There are also those who have followed the 
beaten path automatically, half-heartedly pursu-
ing the achievement of a college degree, not know-
ing why they want it or what it holds, just feeling 
that its custody in their possession gives them 
security for their future. 
far; 
A good education is the most valuable resource tha t 
you can pass on to your children . 
John Fitzgerald Kennedy 15 
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Ifwe work upon marble, it will perish; ifwe work upon 
brass, time will efface it; if we rear temples, they will 
crumble into dust; but if we work upon immortal 
minds, if we imbue them with principles, with the just 
fear of God and love of our fellowmen, we engrave on 
those tablets something which will brighten to all 
eternity. 
Daniel Webster 
To fight for the right 
without question or pause, 
17 
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At times, the work load of college classes can 
overwhelm a student; often relief from the tensions 
of failing to meet assignment deadlines is sought in 
strolls through the campus and surrounding areas. 
Many students have discovered the beauty and 
silence of a late night walk. Minds laden with trou-
bles and frustrations can find escape during the noc-
turnal outing. 
The campus offers a welcoming landscape for the 
troubled student. Benches dot the newer buildings 
layout and offer a place of rest in the seclusion of the 
night. There the student may seek the solitude he 
needs within the surroundings of the campus. Those 
who have enjoyed the solitude of lengthy walks out 
Church Street or Warren Street may have passed by 
some of this scenery. And whether the stroller is a 
loner or prefers the company of a silent companion, 
the typical "teacher" gains a great deal of mileage 
(per feet) during the long school year. 
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These woods are lovely, dark and deep, 
But I have promises to keep, 
And miles to. go before I sleep, 
And miles to go before I sleep. 
19 
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To be willing to march into hell 
for a heavenly cause. 
Christmas on campus is as traditional as the 
trek to Grandma's house Christmas Day for the fam-
ily get-together. Lights glistening from dorm win-
dows and trees bedecked with dorm-made ornaments 
are just a part of the scenery on the campus herald-
ing Christmas' arrival. 
This year, under the earnest direction of Todd 
sophomore Gayna Meyers, a drive was initiated to ~ 
light the giant Sequoia tree in the center of campus. 
With the enthusiasm shown by the campus' seven 
dorms and the support of the administration, special 
lights were purchased and the tree was officially 
lighted in formal ceremonies, marking the beginning 
of a new Christmas tradition. 
Other highlights of this festive season were the 
annual presentation of Handel's "Messiah" by the 
Concert Choir, and the Wassail Party, where par-
ents, townspeople, and students gather to sing carols 
and enjoy the communal spirit of Christmas. 
Deans office Christmas Tree. 




Home is where the heart is. Pliny the Elder 
1, I .;,/ 
And I know, if I'll only be true 
to this glorious quest, 
0 Winter! ruler of the inverted year, ... 
I crown thee king of intimate delights, 
Fireside enjoyments, home-born happiness, 
And all the comforts that the lowly roof of 
undisturb'd retirement, and the hours of long 
uninterrupted evening, know. 
William Cowper 
An unexpected, but fully appreciated snowstorm 
interrupted many students from faithful attention to 
their studies and classes. The seven inch total of 
snow dumped abundantly throughout the campus 
was a welcome addition to the surroundings . 
Snowball fights and brisk grade school games 
recalled the carefree years of childhood and students 
in teacher education relearned the special joy of a 
snowstorm in the activities they enjoyed during the 
short but pleasant stay of the snow. 
But, like all good things that come to an end, the 
snow quickly melted and the campus was again re-
turned to the normal and the students resumed their 
studies and class attendance. 
1£.··11 
To everything there is a season. 
23 




1967 Homecoming Court 
That my heart will lie peaceful and calm 
when I'm laid to my rest. 
25 
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It is only tnrough the morning gate of 
the beautiful that you can penetrate 
into the realm of knowledge. That which 
we feel here as beauty we shall one day 
know as truth. 
Johann Schiller 
And the world will be better for this 
Solitude is the best nurse of wisdom. 
Laurence Sterne 
27 
Men learn while they teach. 
Lucius Seneca 
0 .C.E. was named one of the five outstanding 
teacher education colleges in the United States by the 
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Educa-
tion. The award, presented to Dr. Clifford Corley, 
chairman of the Education Psychology Department, 
was for recognition of the outstanding achievement 
in teacher education for the Sophomore and Junior 
Block programs. 
That one man scorned and 




Still strove with his last ounce 
of courage 
Snow Bunnies : Terry Wood and Nikki Omans. 
We are preparing for the future now. Our studies 
and educational achievements are important - but so 
are our leisure times spent in the company of good 
friends. We are old enough to accept the responsibil-
ity of college and living independently, but young 
enough to enjoy the pleasures of youth-and get 
away with it. 
The snow that falls around us now brings with it 
the promise of enjoyment and sharing the fun of a 
friendly skirmish with our college companions . The 
snow that falls around us in the future will find us 
gazing upon our students enjoying the falling snow. 
But inwardly we will relive the happy times we 
knew because a teacher never really grows old as 
long as he can remember and identify with his stu-
dents. And a good teacher must never forget the fun 
and excitement of a snow storm to his youthful 
charges, he must always share the joys and sorrows 
of his students' endeavors. If he can, his purpose as a 
teacher is complete. To quote Ruffini again, "The 




To reach the t1nreachable stars. 
We embark soon on that journey of life . It's 
nothing really new, nothing really difficult. We've 
experienced it a number of years already. But now it 
becomes a new challenge. For now we've accepted a 
role in society, constructively dedicating our time to 
the community as a whole. We've accepted the chal-
lenge of training young people physically, spiritually, 




OCE 1968 is history. Another chapter has been 
written and preserved in her record book. The mark 
of approval or sneer of disapproval won't be given till 
the full evaluation of the year is complete. It's too 
soon to know how history will record the school year 
1967-68. But we can review the past year by r eliv-
ing, through pictures, the Year 1968 in Review. 
OCE students knew a wide perspective. They 
tasted the glory of victory and felt the pain of defeat. 
They knew success and failure. As students, they 
were unpredictable. Their achievements were both 
admirable and disheartening. But as people they 
were even more unpredictable, showing in their ac-
tions responses ranging from one end of the spectrum 
to the other. They knew extremes of happiness and 
sadness. They grew and, although progression at 
times was blocked with seemingly unsurmountable 
odds, they progressed. 
Academically, we explored our surrounding in 
the hope of finding some answer that would show 
just cause for the situations we found ourselves in , 
around the world and here at home. We took pride in 
our endeavors. OCE was named one of the five out-
standing teacher education colleges in the country by 
the American Association of Colleges for Teacher 
Education (AACTE). And although we suffered with 
the growing pains associated with being the fastest 
growing 4-year state institute of higher education, as 
750 new students helped swell the attendance on 
campus to nearly 2800, we rejoiced in the recognition 
this brought to our campus. 
Structurally, we watched the new buildings 
being constructed to meet the future onslaught of 
students. An eighth dormitory was being completed 
as school ended that would provide housing for 175 
additional campus students and a new wing on the 
Library more than doubled the capacity of the previ-
ously existing building. In the coming year, a Sci-
ence-Mathematics Building will be constructed to 
house these combined departments. And the future 
holds much more in store with the planned addition 






Socially, we grew cautiously, hoping to find th e 
right environment in which to find happiness a nd 
pleasure in life. And in a world fill ed with trouble 
and hate, we sought the peace and quiet in a friendly 
atmosphere the human soul desperately seeks. On 
campus, many differing activities offered this com-
panionship. We shared joy and sorrow with these 
friends. An overabundance of sorrow ebbed over the 
campus during t he year. A friend of the campus was 
fatally injured representing our school a t an athletic 
contest. Bruce Bradshaw's death saddened the school 
as a whole. But more sorrow was yet to come. An-
other campus friend would pass from among us. 
Donna Buck gave much of herself to the school 
through her active participation in student govern-
ment. Again the campus wept. Nationally, we suf-
fered with the rest of the world. Assassins bullets 
would snuff out the lives of a Negro civil rights 
leader who wanted peace between whites and blacks 
and a youthful, vigorous senator who had won the 
hearts of many college youths throughout the nation. 
But, as is true of human na ture, the self fought back 
and, turning from the evil that it realizes exists, 
sought anew the peace it knows exists too. 
Athletically, we excelled as two district champi-
onships and four conference titles, one as co-champi-
ons, fell to the Wolf teams. The Golf team won a trip 
to the nationals at Bemidji, Minnesota by defeating 
Southern Oregon by four strokes for the district title. 
The baseballers hopes of a berth in the NAIA na-
tional championships fell one game short of reality 
when they lost the final game to determine the West 
Coast representative to the playoffs against Central 
Washington . But, all in all , it was a very good year 
for sports at OCE. Other conference titles besides the 
one to the baseball team went to the Track and Field 
team, Men's Tennis and the Football team. 
OCE 1968 is history. Our "Impossible Dream" is 
in the final stages . When it becomes a reality, we 
will , hopefully , have achieved what we sought. But, 
should the r esults be long in their fulfillment, we 
should not despair. We must face the future with 
determination and courage; determination to change 
that which we can act upon and courage to accept 
that which we can not. "To dream the impossible 
dream .. . this is my quest ... . " 
Faculty-Student 
New Student 
Students returning to campus early to help Stu-
dent Council with New Student week were treated to 
a joint picnic with faculty members and their fami-
lies. This new approach to convening the formal ac-
tivities planned under the direction of student lead-
ers at the annual spring retreat was co-chairmanned 
by Marilyn Mccasland and Nancy Ross. 
Picnic Begins 
Week Planning 
About 300 returning students and faculty mem-
bers and their families feasted at the picnic, which 
was held at nearby Helmick Park. The crowd, larger 
and hungrier than was expected, seemed to enjoy re-
establishing acquaintances that had been dormant 
























































Originally scheduled as an event for New Stu-
dent Orientation, the pushball contest matching the 
freshmen versus the upperclassmen was finally 
played several weeks later. A failure of delivery can-
celled the pre-planned frosh week activity. 
But upon arrival, the gigantic canvas covered 
balloon was decorated with the character of a grin-
ning wolf, the campus mascot, and paraded around 
the campus by several energetic students anxious to 
do battle with the freshmen. Little did they know 
that the real battle would come with the balloon it-
self. After unsuccessfully maneuvering the large oval 
throughout the entire first half of play, the adept 
upperclassmen, gearing the drive of the balloon down 
the football field with the force of a helping wind, 
pushed the ball across the goal line twice in the sec-
ond half to defeat the freshmen 2-0. 
What is hoped to become an annual frosh week 
event got off to an enthusiastic reception in the first 
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Orientation 1967 Style!!! 
* 
• 
New Student Orientation is held at the beginning of Fall 
Term each year with the idea of introducing the incoming 
freshman or transfer student to OCE and her traditions. It's 
planned on a tight schedule that includes introduction of key 
administration members as well as the student government of-
ficers, the traditional frosh harassings during midnight 
rituals, and the formal initiation in a solemn ceremony where-
by the new freshmen become an important part of the campus. 
This year 750 new students made the adjustment to college 
life in its various modes and forms. Dorm residents found the 
initiation ceremonies a key time to make new friends and ac-
cept the role that they would be expected to fill as members of 
a large academic and social family. 
During free times in the busy orientation schedule, many 
freshmen toured the campus surroundings, some of the more 
adventuresome journeying as far as the Monmouth Reservoir 
where nightly submarine races are run. Others took the free 
time to meet the faculty members present and discuss the edu-
cational programs offered in their particular field of study. 
But between the scheduled activities, many frosh found 
time to write their innermost thoughts and apprehensions 
home to family and friends. Was your reaction favorable? 
Freshmen eagerly joust for a good position against the upperclassmen in the first annual pushball contest. 
Class of 1970 follows tradition as they sign the Freshman Walk . 
37 
Waiting for a na me tag . 
fil ling out forms ... 
posing for mug shots ... 









Even off campus joins the fun. 
Enrollment 
Hits 2,787 
Final fall term enrollment figures stood at 2,787 
on October 7, according to the figures released by the 
Registrar's office. The total represents a 14.0 percent 
increase over last years' enrollment of 2,445 fall 
term. 
Women registrants numbered 1,542 for fall term; 
an increase of 19.7 percent over the 1,288 registered 
a year ago. Men students totaled 1,245; a 7.6 percent 
increase over last years 1,157. 
The 14.0 percent increase again makes 0.C.E. 
the fastest growing institute in the state system of 
higher education. 







With the traditional formal initiation ceremony, 
New Student Orientation comes to an end. The fresh-
men have proven themselves eager to become a part 
of O.C.E. and accept a role in the rapidly increasing 
campus family. 
Dr. Rice, in his keynote address to the assembled 
freshmen, issued the 500-plus audience a challenge 
to be themselves during their stay at their new home 
and to enjoy college while they achieve. 
The formal ceremony was followed by a reception 
which introduced the new students to their deans, 
faculty heads, and student government officers. 
New students and old mingle in an attempt to get to know one 
another . 




Cheryl Hames distributes programs to Wolf fans and visitors. 
The Wolfpack made their 1967 conference debut 
against the George Fox Quakers. After a pre-season 
win over the Alumni and a stunning 21-20 loss to 
Pacific University, the Wolves began their pursuit of 
a repeat Oregon Collegiate Conference football crown 
with a 27-14 victory over the Quakers. 
Smarting from the narrow defeat to Pacific, 
Coach Bill McArthur did some shuffling around in 
order to "utilize certain outstanding capabilities of 
individual performers" in the Fox game and the re-
sults proved positive . 
The Wolves struck quickly in building up a 21-0 
half time lead and were never in scoring danger from 
the Fox team. The win was witnessed by a cheering 
home crowd eager to support another conference 
championship team. 
The victory made it eighteen wins in a row over 
the Quakers and gave the Wolves their first confer-
ence victory of the new season. 
OCE 14 7 0 6 27 
Geo . Fox 0 0 7 7 14 
The Wolfpack battles George Fox in the conference opener. 
41 
Sir and Cocky 
























"The Roar of the Greasepaint ... " first opened at 
the OCE Theater on July 28 as part of the Summer 
Arts Festival. The final performance was held during 
New Student Orientation making it the longest run-
ning play in OCE history. 
The musical, a work combining the talents of 
Leslie Bricusse and Anthony Newley, also known for 
"Stop the World I Want to Get Off," is a comic par-
able about a little man, a symbol of all the little men 
in the world, and his battle with his symbolic oppres-
sor, society, in a game where the rules are always 
changing. 
The musical was well attended and seemed well 
accepted by the campus. "The Roar of the Grease-
paint ... " was probably one of the better all school 
productions offered by the music and drama depart-
ments in a long time. 
The Roar of the Greasepaint 
The Smell of the Crowd 
Cocky, the Kid, Sir, and the Urchins celebrate the wonderful day. 
43 
Gene Pfeifer tries his hand at darts. 
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* Friday the 13th isn't a jinx. Not to the Junior 
Class, anyway. Their class carnival came off like a 
charm as nearly 250 participants attended the Stu-
dent Center based "Criderville Capers." 
The Carnival, a traditional Junior Class fund-
raising project, was lifted out of the humdrum to the 
gala under the careful planning of class commis-
sioner Lynn Freshour. 
A fast-moving, loud-playing serpentine an-
nounced the coming Carnival during the week pre-
ceding the Friday the 13th event. And the enthusi-
asm carried by members of the Junior Class passed 
on to the rest of the Student Body. 
With the Student Center Lounge area decorated 
in bright and gaily colored crepe paper streamers, 
the various booths began functioning to a large 
crowd awaiting the opening of the Carnival-Dance. 
Included in the activities were a wheel of for-
tune, a dunk tank, a dart toss, and a cake walk. The 
dance following the Carnival featured the "Shugah," 
a campus combo, and was highlighted by a dance 
contest which was won by 'Scotty' Peterson and 
Sandy Harris. 
Saturday, the 14th, the Junior Class treasury 
was enriched by approximately $200, making "Cri-
derville Capers" the most profitable carnival in the 
school's history. 






Dave Sturgis scored the first two touchdowns on 
passes from quarterback Sydow, a sophomore from 
North Marion. In the following plays, Jim Crump 
and Bill Caddy, carried the ball across the goal line 
to help build the 27-0 halftime score. 
Dave Snook and Tom Springsteen added the fi-
nal two touchdowns . Larry Koenig, the Wolfpack's 
kicking specialist, booted 5 PATs during the game. 
The Wolves next game is October 14 at Ashland 
against Southern Oregon. The battle is billed as the 
fight for the O.C.C. Championship. 
OCE 7 20 7 7 41 
Cavaliers 0 0 0 0 0 
What was tabbed by some sportswriters as a 
toss-up game proved to be a walk-away for the 
Wolfpack, as they buried the Seattle Cavaliers 41-0, 
on October 7th. 
The Cavaliers, an amateur football team from 
the Seattle area, had defeated George Fox College 
66-2, while the Wolves dropped the Quakers 27-14. 
The awesome 66 points had thrown some fear into 
the Cavaliers opposition and sportswriters were con-
fused as to how future games would go for the black 
and white garbed team. 
But the Wolves destroyed any delusions of gran-
deur the Cavaliers might have had with the 41-0 vic-
tory . Scoring easily and almost at will, the Wolfpack 
built a 7-0 first period edge into a 27-0 halftime lead. 
Stra tegy planning as replacements line the sides. 
Dave Sturgis pivots to evade a potential tackler . 
45 
Dancers captured by the spirit of Sadie Hawkins. 
Traditional hokum dance enjoyed by all. 
Sadie Hawkins 
Off Campus 
Sadie Hawkins ran wild as Collecto Coeds trans-
formed the CES gym into Dogpatch. The girls had 
their chance to hook a guy by the collar and lead 
him off to the "Joy Juice Jump." The traditional 
hokum dance was a success as is usually the case 
when the girls finally get the chance to go out with 
the guy she really wants to. 
The selection of the campuses most eligible 
spinster and bachelor is announced at the annual 
girl-ask-boy dance. This year's winners were the 
freshman candidates, Marlie Russell and Dave Pen-
ney . The Sadie Hawkins court was composed of: 
sophomores, Lorna McQuery and Tom Endersby; ju-
niors , Rita Havely and Dan Carter; and seniors, 
Karen Collins and Bill Hastie. 
Brian Maeda takes time out for joy juice at "Joy Juice Jump." 
Reigns Again 
Re-forms 
Off campus, the designation given to the 800 
plus students living outside the dormitory complexes, 
again tried organization this year. Previous a ttempts 
have been futile, but Student Council felt it impera-
tive to tie this large body to the school as is the dorm 
population and decided, during last spring's retreat, 
to grant a seat at large on Student Council to an off 
campus representa tive . 
This large body of students, for some unintelligi-
ble r eason, remains apathetic to the demands of a 
functioning organization. With so many of its stu-
dents involved in other areas (class offices or some 
other form of student government) it is hard to un-
derstand why off campus always has such a big prob-
lem getting organized. The know-how exists, the par-
ticipants are plentiful , but the initiative seems to be 
ser iously lacking. 
But the fact remains. Off campus failed to ac-
tively participate as a block of students representing 
a living group. A few caring individuals will always 
be there to bail the good name of off campus out of 
the mud. But they could use some reinforcement. 
Good intentions are not enough. Maybe with a little 
more concern and participation on the part of more 
off campus students, this organization can wield the 
power it should rightly carry. Maybe Christmas will 
come in June next year. 
Ann Peterson, a senior in secondary education 
from Eugene, took the position and formed a 
committee to write a charter of the off campus 
students. After many unforeseen delays, the 
charter was finally approved by the Constitu-
tional Review Board in December and began 
functioning with the formation and selection of 
members of the off campus council. 
47 
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Even though Willamette University again won Fa 11 
the blood drive competition waged annually between 
OCE and the Salem school, the campus had its most 
successful campaign ever. 
Hundreds of students gave a pint of blood during 
the drive. More people seem to be realizing that the 
feeling of giving is self-satisfying too, as many stu-
dents seemed to be overcoming any squeamish feel -
ings they previously· held and large numbers turned 
out to donate. 
The competition among our own living groups 
probably accounts for the success of the drive on 
campus. A small placque is given to the living group 
which has the greatest number of participants, do-
nors as well as those that are judged unable to give . 
The placque was won by Cottage. 
• .. -
Blood Drive 
Clansmen • nip 
Campus donors await their turn to give . It only stings for a minute . 
Pointed Success 
Wolf pack 7-0 
Simon Fraser University of Vancouver, British 
Columbia capitalized on the Wolves inability to do 
everything but score as they stole a 7-0 victory from 
under the Wolfpack's nose. 
Defeated in the statistical categories, the Clans-
men used a second quarter score by Wayne Holm and 
a PAT by Dave Cutler to take the lead and hold it 
during the second half of the game for the victory . 
Although the Wolves led in first downs 10 to 3, 
in rushing yardage 233 to 72, and in total yardage 
292 to 137, the Pack was unable to score. They also 
intercepted four Clansmen passes. But bad luck ruled 
the game for the Wolves, who had one touchdown 
pass-play intercepted in the end zone, and lost two 
other scoring opportunities on fumbles . 
Simon Fraser returned to Vancouver with an-
other stolen victory. Last year the Clansmen de-
feated the then undefeated Wolves 14-7 in the first 
meet ing between the two schools. 
In the battle royal played last weekend at Ash-
land the Wolfpack came back with the laurels crown 
after defeating the Red Raiders of Southern Oregon 
20-7 on their home field. The win put OCE in first 
place in conference standings with a 2-0 record. 
OCE 
soc 
Bill Caddy leaves a Clansmen upended . 
Denny Sydow fades back to try a completion to Sturgis. 
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Homecoming- with a magic spell that unites the 
campus with happiness and merriment -once again 
captured the campus' spirit of fun . Under the direc-
tion of Gary Martin, a senior from Salem, the 1967 
version of the annual weekend of tradition lived up 
to its theme, "Come Alive." 
Its history on the campus has been long and il-
lustrious. The first recorded Homecoming was in 
1939. In 1940, the Wolfpack football team capped 
their undefeated season with a 20-0 Homecoming 
victory over Reed. The year 1951 saw the first Home-
coming Court chosen to reign over the festivities. 
The traditional announcement of "Who's Who" was 
first begun in 1954 and remains one of the highlights 
of Homecoming today. 
But enough of history. Homecoming '67 is not 
yet history . And those who participated will probably 
easily recall some of the pleasure and excitement 
these pictures may convey. 
As usual , Homecoming was crowded with the 
hectic schedule of activities that seem naturally to go 
with the idea of Homecoming. Friday night, nine 
nervous young ladies awaited the selection of the one 
girl who would reign over the coming festivities. 
When all the excitement was over, a dark-haired 
elementary education major from Portland, Ruth 
Muldoon, wore the queen's crown and the living 
group she represented - Todd Hall - ignited with re-
veling. 
The Homecoming game, spiced by the halftime 
antics of TKB and the pomp and color of the march-
ing band and the dance team, the Woofettes, was a 
disappointment as the E.O.C. Mountaineers pulled a 
stunning 7-6 upset victory from the Wolves. 
But the highly-polished performance of the Four 
Preps at the evening's Homecoming Concert and the 
Ball in the commons provided a fitting end for the 
successful '67 Homecoming . 
Chairman Gary Martin and his committees pro-
vided a wealth of activities which really made the 














Todd's displ ay 
Homecoming bonfire 




The Four Preps Ap-prep-o Here ! ! ! 




The FOUR PREPS in Concert 
Ray Rom Quintet at the Ball 
Chairman ----------- ------------ ---- --------- Gary Martin 
Executive Secretary ____________ __ ____ __ Pat Martin 
Financial Secretary ______ ____________ Lydia White 
Publicity --------------- ------------- ------- ----- Jackie Duff 
Dorm Activities -- -- ---------------------- -- Bob Olson 
Court Adviser ______ ____ ________ Mr. Lloyd Hanson 
Talent Show -- --- ----- ------------ ---- -- -- Patti Prusak 
Bonfire ------------- --------------- ------------ John Pember 
Alumni Coffee ____ ______________________ Lujean Shaw 
Sock Hop ---- -- -- ------------------------------- - Louise Lee 
Concert --------------------- ----------------------- Don Gatti 
Homecoming Ball ---- -------------- --- --- Mike Gates 
Luncheon ------------------------------ Kristi Williams 
Mums ---- -------- ------ ---- --------- --- -- Diane Morrison 
Coronation _______________ _ I.K.'s (Bob DeJardin) 
Registration ____ ______ Arby (Nancy Mangers) 
Noise Parade ---------- ------------ -- -- -------- Les Helvie 
Pep Rally --------- ------- ------ -- ---- ---- Cheryl Massey 
Half-time Activities ___ _______________ Ron Wilson 
Committee Adviser ________ __ __ ____ Mrs. Brownell 
The hectic pace of Homecoming maintained itself 
through Friday and Saturday nights with the corona-
tion of the Homecoming Queen and the Four Preps 
concert and Homecoming ball _ 
Concert, Ball 
Daze Events 
During the intermission of the concert, Bob Ol-
sen, Interdorm Council president, announced the 
Homecoming awards_ Butler Hall won the outstand-
ing dormitory award for participation for the second 
year in a row_ Gentle Hall won the lawn sign compe-
tition with a giant Jack-in-the-box display (picture 
on page 51). Off campus was awarded a special certif-
icate of merit for service "above and beyond the call 
of duty." 
The gala weekend came to an end with the ar-
rival of the time for the Ball. An estimated 250 cou-
ples danced to the music of the Don Costi Quartet. 
With the advent of the midnight hour, the magic of 
Homecoming faded for another year. 
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TKB Barrels over 
Petunia Pill and Sally Seagra ms 
They arrived in their limousine (see picture) and 
one by one they crawled out of the truck, with a style 
that couldn't even be matched by Mrs. Miller's sing-
ing, and were presented to the crowd. As each was 
presented, a clapometer was used to register the 
popularity of each girl. Petunia Pill won by an over-
whelming score on the clapometer and at the mo-
ment decided the time was right for Petunia Pill, Jr. 
to be born. 
The girls all staggered back to the truck and 
each with her own grace climbed back in the truck 
and were chauffered around the track. 
Mountaineers 
TKB, with their own "Homecoming Court" man-
aged to put the crowd in hysterics at the 1967 Home-
coming game. The court was composed of: Petunia 
Pill , a pregnant secretary to a leading manufacturer 
of birth control pills; Sally Seagram's, a buxom 
young Miss who was slightly alcoholic; a hippie-type 
young woman with the initials of her name being 
LSD (what a coincidence!); and a fourth campus 




The Wolfpack suffered their first conference set-
back of the year in a stunning upset to the EOC 
Mountaineers, 7-6 . The game, played before 3,000 
Homecoming spectators, dropped the Wolves into a 
tie with Southern Oregon for the conference lead . 
The Wolves tried to overcome the 7 -6 margin 
tacked on them in the first half of the game but were 
unable to stop the Mounties. The decided favorites in 
the game, the Wolves seemed stunned at their inabil-
ity to move the ball against the slower but stronger 
Mountaineer line. Several times the Wolfpacks 
drives faltered under the stronger Mountie defense. 
The inability of the Wolves to move ahead with 
a field goal after several unsuccessful attempts was 
probably the hardest pill to swallow. That and the 
fact that George Fox had beaten the Mounties 7-0 
made the loss especially hard to take . 
Unidentified Wolfpack member zeroes in for a tackle. 
Sydown tries a sneak around the end but slips as oncoming 
Mountie chargers converge on him·. 
Wa ldo the Wolf, OCE mascot, wa tches as the majorette a nd band 
members march off the fi eld after performing a t the ha lftime 
show during the Homecoming game. 
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A petite blonde from Salem, Meredith Nelson, 
captured _the hearts of the IK's with a vocal rendition 
of "My Cup Runneth Over." The talented freshman, 








Variety seemed to be the key word for the talent 
displayed in the Intercollegiate Knights Pageant. 
The IK's assembled to select a Duchess to represent 
the Wolf Knight Chapter at the regional conference 
held this year at Linfield. The candidates are judged 
on poise, beauty and talent. The audience at the final 
judging was entertained with pantomimes, serious 
and humorous interpretative dialogues and a gym-
nastic exhibition. 
The 1967 Duchess court is composed of Jeannette 
Strode, Gail DeYoung, Linda Kunzman, Vicki 
Faught, Janice McKnight, Barbara Brandvold, Dawn 
Nelson, and Diane Plath. 
J anice McKnight Dawn Nelson 
,l. ., '· 
- \\ . 
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Diane Plath 





In his first year as Cross Country coach, Don 
Spinas faced the job of rebuilding a team riddled by 
graduations and departures. Only Arnie Powell re-
turned from last year's top five. Despite the inexperi-
ence the wolf pack compiled a respectable 2-3 dual 
meet win-loss record, and placed 3rd in conference. 
Placing on the all conference and all district teams 
were junior, Arnie Powell (2nd in conference and 6th 
in district); and freshman Carl Rodney (5th in confer-
ence and 5th in district). 
OCE Harriers battle University of Portland for Cross Country 
win . 
Cross Country coach, Don Spinas, gives directions. 
Harriers Finish 
Mitton Recital 
The Pack begins Cross Country run at OCE Stadium. 
-
3rd • In occ 
-the Knack 
Ewan Mitton, an assistant professor of music in 
the campus music department, presented a recital in 
the Music Hall Auditorium for students and towns-
people . Mrs. Mitton, a well-known and revered Salem 
soprano, presented works from the bel canto and ba-
roque periods of music history. 
Following the high quality of most faculty recit-
als, Mrs. Mitton was accompanied on the piano by 
Dorothy Lee of Salem and by Verna Duncan, an in-
structor in music in the campus music department, 
on the flute. 
Mrs. Mitton has made several appearances with 
the Seattle Opera Association in "Fidelio" and with 
the Portland Opera Association in "Carmen." 
Among the selections sung were Oscar's two ar-
ias from the Verdi opera, "The Masked Ball," Cheru-
bino's two arias from Mozart's "The Marriage of Fi-
garo," and Urbian's aria from Meyerbeer's "The 
Huguenots." 





The plot thickens as Polly prods Old Meg for information . 
A 
In producing "Leah the Forsaken," the drama 
department captured a by-gone era of entertainment. 
It is an excellent example of a 1860 melodrama. 
Leah, Lionel , and Bullstrode are the typically 
morally black and white characters whose natures do 
not change. The evil scheming of the villain and the 
virtuous principles of the heroine produce the direc-
tive, the causes , the action , and the drama is broken 
in its pseudo-intensity only by the comical, and 
equally unbelievable, nature of such characters as 
old Tim Fogg. 
This type of nineteenth century melodrama has 
its only value in the fact that it represents one area 
in the history of drama and in that it serves as a 
humorous contrast to the modern drama. It belongs 
in the category with "Batman," whose simplicity and 
unrealistic nature serves as its only saving grace 
because it is a welcome change from the all too real-
istic and thought provoking forms of entertainment 
today. 
The OCE drama department seems to thrive on 
the bizarre and the ridiculous. The choice of plays 
are all from one particular mold. Even the musicals 
selected are farcical and far out. The campus play-
goers attend the OCE productions more out of habit 
than for the appeal that one particular play may 
have for them. And as for spending an entertaining 
evening, most seem to alight from the theater not 
really knowing or caring if they have actually been 
entertained. 
Forsaken 
Weeping Leah, played by Gayna Meyers, pleads with misguided 




























"Stop in the name of the law!" declares Glenn Baird who plays the 
parts of Officer Clancey and Officer Grubb. 
Consulting Director, Virginia Rohn , is busy back stage making up 
Geri Lewis, who plays the part of Polly. 
Tension builds off stage as the time nears for the curtain to raise. 
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Dad's Day is the first of three weekends set aside 
for visitations by parents of campus students . During 
these weekends, the parents are the guests of the col-
lege for a day of scheduled events planned with the 
parents in mind. 
Besides introducing most parents to the campus 
for the first time, the day is a lso used as an oppor-
tunity for the Mom's and Dad's clubs to recruit new 
members and plan money-making activities. 
66 
Art Show, Game 
Linfield upends 
Dad's Day attracted some 300 parents, most of 
them visiting the campus for the first time as par-
ents of new students. Most visit out of interest. Par-
ents of upperclassmen seldom visit the campus after 
the first couple of special weekends. Whether they 
lose interest because their kids don't invite them or 
they simply get bored with the scheduled events is 
unknown. The fact is that the number in attendance 
is very small . 
The parents weekends are planned with the par-
ents in mind . Dad's Day is held during the fall so 
fathers can enjoy a Wolfpack football game. Mom's 
Day activities usually include a tea and fashion 
show. The All Campus Sing is held during Folk's 
Festival. All these events are aimed at catching the 
parents interest and bringing them to our campus. 
Encourage your parents to attend these special 
visitations set aside for them to see the campus and 




42 - 28 
Dad's 
The W olfpack ended their 1967 football cam-
paign with a non-conference loss 'to Linfield Col-
lege, 42-28. Trailing at the end of the first quarter 
14-7, the Wolves gave highly touted Linfield the 
scare of their lives as they kept right behind the 
Wildcats throughout the first three quarters. 
It wasn't until the fourth quarter that Linfield 
started to pull away. Three quick touchdowns put 
the Wildcats out in front 36-21 and they remained 
ahead although the Wolves threatened several 
times before scoring their last seven points. 
The game was unusual in that ten PAT were 
scored for each of the ten touchdowns. The Wolf-
pack 's final tota l yardage was 278 compared to 415 
for the victorious Linfield team. 
The game ended the 1967 football season and 
evened the Wolves record at 4-4. The Wolves tied 
for conference honors with the Red Raiders of 
Southern Oregon , each posting a 3-1 mark. 
Jim Crump carries t he ba ll against Linfield. 
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Staff & Key uses 
Dave Sturgis 
The All American Ball is traditionally the Winter 
formal at which time the selection of Mr. All American is 
made. It is sponsored by Staff and Key, a women's service 
honorary. 
The ball this year used the theme "Cabaret des 
Masques" and featured a large balloon tree sewn together 
around a T-beam structure. Approximately 200 balloons 
and hours of labor went into the completion of the tree. 
Staff and Key is one of the campuses better organiza-
tions. The All American is always one of the finest formal 
dances of the year and much deserved appreciation should 
be given this honorary. 
The dance, which was attended by only 150 couples, 
also featured as part of its decorations large cardboard 
characters and beglittered Mardi Gras masks. Decorations 
chairman for the event was Maggi Rufener. Claudia Mor-
row handled the general chairmanship of the dance very 
ably. 
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Dave Sturgis, a senior from Lebanon, was named 
Mr. All American of 1967. A secondary education 
major, Sturgis was named to all-conference offensive 
and defensive first team berths in his first year as a 
member of the Wolfpack team. During his basketball 
career, Dave was twice voted membership to the con-
ferences first team and received honorable mention 
in the All-American ratings. 
Four senior men, including Sturgis, were nomi-
nated for the All American honor. They were: Bill 
Caddy, a football and basketball player from Hood 
River; Ken Lathen, a Eugene football player; and Al 
Mueller, a starting man on the basketball team from 
Portland. 
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IVCF President Craig Carpenter chats with guest speaker. 





Graduate student Ar ie Nichols 
returns to speak to IVCF mem-
bers. 
Under the direction of President Craig Carpen-
ter, Inter-Var sity Christian Fellowship sponsored 
several guest speakers, movies, and a beach r etreat. 
Several IVCF members also traveled to Por tland 
Spring term to hear Billy Graham speak. IVCF is a 
non-denomina tiona l organization, that seeks to pro-
vide Christian witness to the OCE campus. It pre-





















Campus Ecumenical Movement calls Christians together. 
The Campus Ecumenical Ministry was headed 
by President Karen Saunders at OCE this year. The 
purpose of the movement is to be a Christian pres-
ence within the OCE campus community. By pres-
ence the CEM understands itself to be calling cam-
pus Christians together and challenging them to be 
active and responsible participants in the life of the 
campus and in the issues in life to which the campus 
community must address itself. Through its fellow-
ship and worship, its activities and periods of study, 
the Campus Ecumenical Movement hopes to join 
with the college in seeking ways to encourage the 
college community to respond to life by leading men 
to a fuller humanity. 
Deseret members get together for a group discussion. 
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OCE Captures 2nd 
Campus Coeds 
"'Ill~ 
- , .. JL •a 
Nancy, a freshman from Astoria 
majoring in special education, was 
selected in a general student body 
election to serve as Queen at the 
Salem segment of the NAIA Dis-
trict 2 tip-off tourney. 
A resident of Gentle Hall, 
Nancy represented OCE along 
with her court of four princesses, 
Elaine Elfeldt, Luanna Utley, 
Jane Ziegler, and Luanna Brown. 
Nancy 
\Vahlstrom 












'Pack Stuns Crowd, 
Hangs 112-97 loss 
The OCE Wolfpack took second place at the 1967 
annual NAIA District II Tip-Off Tournament. The 
first two nights of the tournament were held at Wil-
lamette University, and the action moved to Salem 
Armory for the final night of play. 
In first night action the Wolves met the Lewis 
and Clark Pioneers. The half time score, with OCE 
in the lead, was 53-43. The Wolves continued to out-
score the Pioneers with a 59-54 total for the second 
half. With the sound of the final gun, OCE had 
whipped Lewis and Clark 112-97. High scorers for 
the game were seniors Al Mueller and Bob Vogel 
with 24 points each. Close behind Mueller and Vogel 
were Bruce Bradshaw with 22 points, and Bob Sisk 
with 16. 
In the second night of play the Wolves upset the 
Bearcats of Willamette with a final score of 78-74. 
The Bearcats led by 1 point at half time, but the 
Wolves battled back for a 42-37 victory over Willa-
mette for the second half. High scorer for this game 
was Al Mueller with 16 points followed by Jim Cos-
tello and Bob Tone with 13 points each. . 
In the final night of action OCE met Linfield 
College, victor of the tournament games held in 
McMinnville. The Wolves led 40-39 at the end of the 
first half, but the Linfield Wildcats fought back for a 
95-79 victory over the Wolves. Bob Tone led the 
Wolves in scoring with a total of 23 points. Vogel, 
Mueller, Bradshaw, and Parker followed with 12, 11, 
10, and 8 points respectively. 
Wolves pleased with first half performance. 
Anybody's Ball! 
Upset Bearcats 78-74 
on Lewis & Clark 
Wolves take a break from action. 
Bob Sisk tries for an OCE score. 




Science-Math Building Planned 
With the pla ns and specifications for t he new 
Math-Science building drawn up, bids for t he con-
struction of the 49,272 sq. ft. structure were r eceived 
during the middle of spring term . Construction is 
scheduled to begin this summer and take approxi-
ma tely thirteen months to complete. The building 
Artist's Drawii-1g 
should be r eady for fall term 1969. 
The new structure will contain 29 faculty offices, 
large science laborator ies and three classrooms and 
one multi-purpose room that will seat 118 students. 
A green house will be bu ilt on the roof of the two 
story building . 
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Dr. Sidney Cohen lectured to a capacity crowd in 
the Dining Commons on January 11, 1968. Dr. Coh-
en's presentation concerned LSD and the situation of 
its use in our society. According to Dr. Cohen, youth 
began taking this psychedelic drug in 1966, and it 
was then that subculture or the hippie "love" move-
ment also began. LSD makes up 90% of the drugs 
being taken, says Cohen. 
Dr. Cohen suggested that drug usage was begin-
ning at a younger age now, but that he also believed 
we have passed the crest of LSD usage. 
Dr. Cohen concluded by saying that we need to 
improve life and society , rather than "drop out" of it 
as LSD users do. A question and answer period fol-
lowed Dr. Cohen 's lecture. 
An attentive audience listens to Dr. Sidney Cohen speak on LSD. 
Dr. Sidney Cohen 
OCE Split 
Dr. Sidney Cohen answers questions at close of his lecture on LSD, 
and its use. 
Lectures on LSD 
SOC Series 
OCE Wolf Bob Sisk attempts a rebound for the Wolves. 
,-- --
mKINC: 
In their first league Basketball series the OCE 
Wolves split with the SOC Raiders. The first game 
was a 90-85 victory for the Raiders, but the Wolves 
came back for a 79-72 win over SOC. Due to a power 
failure in Monmouth the first game moved to Dallas 
High School. 
The Raiders took the lead first, but the Wolves 
battled to tie the score, and then to take over the 
lead. After that the lead changed hands several 
times. Both teams had good shooting in their favor. 
By half time the Raiders had increased their lead to 
11 points for a score of 48-37. The Wolves suffered 
foul trouble, and poor rebounding. During the second 
half OCE closed the gap against the Raiders, but foul 
trouble again hampered the Wolves. The final score 
for the first game was 90-85 in favor of SOC. 
In the second night of play the picture changed. 
The Wolves took a quick lead , and never lost it. The 
half time score, with the Wolves leading was 39-32. 
The Wolves displayed both good shooting, and re-
bounding. High scorers for this game were Tone, 
Sisk, Vogel, and Fischer with 18, 17, 15, and 12 
points respectively . The second night of action ended 
with a 79-72 victory for the Wolves. 
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Games of chance intrigue all involved. 
The Juniors struck again with a display of show-
manship that would make Howard Hughes green 
with envy. Their version of the Dry Night Club was 
by far the best the campus has seen. 
A traditional event for every Junior Class con-
fronted with the task of making money for the prom, 
the class managed to lift a rather lifeless event out of 
the humdrum into the extraordinary. 
Under the chairmanship of Lynn Freshour, Ju-
nior Class President, the affair copied a real night 
club setting, including the black leotarded hostesses 
as well as the usual games of chance . Periodic enter-
tainment segments were offered throughout the two 
hour run of the night club part of the event by cam-
pus personalities. Then the class turned the "lounge" 
area of the night club into a dance floor apd let the 
Sugah, a local combo, take over. /,, 
The Juniors have proven they have the know-


































In the last two years, the LAMRON has taken 
on the appearance of a college newspaper. Under the 
direction of Bob Cummins, the newspaper staff devel-
oped a format and routine that imitated professional 
journalism. The establishment of an editorial board 
was the outstanding accomplishment of the re-struc-
turing. This board reflected a group effort in editorial 
policy instead of the personality of the editor as had 
beforehand been the result. 
Under the new editor, Nancy Rainey, the policies 
continued, in a somewhat revised manner. These 
improvements undoubtedly help bring a First Class 
award rating from the Associated Collegiate Press . 
The paper does look like a college paper now. Too 
bad it doesn't read like one. The judges didn't rate 
the news reporting. If they did, the inaccuracy of 
reporting and the impertinence of news matter cov-
ered would reflect a different rating, and not an 
award-winning one either. 
LAMRON's problem can almost solely be placed 
on editorial writers and the inaccuracy and misinfor-
mation they pedal in their articles. Their ideas have 
free reign and they spout off all the unsubstantiated 
Lamron - Period 
Wolves whip 
views their hearts desire. Don't misunderstand the 
attack. Editorial writers are free to write what they 
choose . But when they attack something they should 
do so citing facts and not opinions based on false-
hoods. 
Perhaps it is unfortunate that so many students 
laugh at the idea of the LAMRON as the college 
newspaper. Perhaps it is unfortunate that people 
have lost their respect for the printed word a college 
newspaper can demand. The students and faculty are 
learning not to place much importance on the LAM-
RON. 
With the advancements made in the past, possi-
bly there is hope for further improvements with the 
inclusion of a copy editor who can proofread for 
proper spelling and usage, clarity and consistency of 
style . Maybe too, the editorials will reflect opinions 
based on fact. If not, the school may find itself fight-
ing a libel suit. With more advancements along the 
line taken the last two years, the LAMRON might 
then not only look like a newspaper but will also 
sound like one. 
of Renaissance ? 
Quakers 93-73 
Tom Fischer attempts a two-pointer. 
George Fox invaded the Wolves home territory 
for a one game stand Tuesday, January 30. The 
Wolfpack's record in conference play stood at 3 wins 
and 2 losses prior to the game. After the game ended, 
the Wolves held onto second place with a 93-73 win 
over the Quakers. 
The Wolves jumped off to a 27-12 lead but the 
stubborn Quakers threw a scare into the fans as they 
steadily whittled the OCE lead down to 27-21. Then 
the Wolves started to hit and the Quakers slowed in 
the seesaw battle that lasted throughout the first 
half of play. The halftime score read 43-29 . 
Bob Vogel, the Wolves starting forward , set a 
new field goal record in the game, hitting 15 out of 
22 attempts. The previous record of 14 was set in 
1964 by Dave Pappin and Steve Rankin. 
The Wolves hit on 37 of 84 field goal attempts 
for a .440 shooting average. 
Friday night, January 26 saw the Wolves set 
three new team records in their 134-105 win over 
Warner Pacific of Portland. The total scoring output 
of 134 pts . eclipsed the old record of 112 set in De-
cember against Lewis and Clark. The team made 57 
of 95 field goal attempts for the second game record. 
The old record stood at 48 buckets against George 
Fox. The total point output of the two teams, 239 
points passed the previous mark of 220 set against 
Linfield in 1955. 
The team mark for the season stands at 9-6 with 
the victory over George Fox. 
Coach McCullough confers wi th the game officia ls. 
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Collecto-Coeds is a selective women's service 
organization. Members are selected on the basis of 
character, courage, loyalty, cooperation, and service. 
This year's slate of Collecto officers included: 
President Linda Hazelton, Vice-President Patti Pru-
sak, Secretary Louise Lee, and Treasurer Donna 






The OCE wrestling squad made it two wins in a 
row as they defeated Pacific, and then a combined 
team of Warner Pacific and Cascade. 
The big upset came as heavyweight Dave Bowlin 
pinned two opponents in the match with Pacific. 
Other big scorers for the match were Hal Dyal, Mike 
Morgan, and Larry Koenig. 
In the Warner Pacific-Cascade match Dave Bow-
lin was again the high scorer. Hal Dyal and Chuck 
Lundsford both defeated their opponents by decisions. 
Final scores for the two matches were 31 to 8 for 





















Fine Arts Festival Fantastically Festive 
This year's annual Fine Arts Festival is possibly 
the final Fine Arts Festival. 
The event was created three years ago by the 
1966 Assemblies Commissioner, Marlene Greer, in 
an attempt to emphasize the variety of forms of en-
tertainment. The campus would ring with culture for 
one week as the festival chairman introduced poetry 
readings, ballets, dramas, concerts, speeches, and art 
displays. 
The week of culture is dying for lack of interest. 
The largest attended activity drew 50 people; most of 
the programs had less than 20. 
A critic of the festival said there were too many 
programs for one person to attend. The wide variety 
of activities were not planned to appeal to all stu-
dents, but each person should find at least one activ-
ity that they would enjoy. However, the attendance 
indicated that the events appealed to hardly anyone 
and therefore should be discontinued . The student 
body asks for controversial speakers and big name 
concerts to be brought to the campus. The type of 
events they ask for cost a minimum of $3,000. The 
attendance at the concerts and assemblies this year 
has been so poor that student council can not afford 
to take the chance of hiring famous people. Until the 
students show an interest and willingness to support 




OCE Fine Arts Festival was enhanced by a social acting recital 
held by Beverly Fox, of the University of Portland Players Theater 
Group . Miss Fox performed selected scenes of understanding and 
identification in both comic a nd tragic situations . 
This year marked the third annual Fine Arts 
Festival on the Oregon College of Education campus. 
Chairman for the festival was Jo Peterson. 
F AF (Fine Arts Festival) was highlighted by 
Classical Ballet and modern Jazz dancing. Also on 
the program was a contemporary music concert, a 
modern music lecture, an acting recital, a film, a per-
formance by the OCE Women's Chorale, a poetry 
reading by Donald Holmes, Humanities instructor at 
OCE, and an art exhibit. 
David Bloch holds music lecture for FAF. Student Center scene of FAF Art exhibit. 
OCE Women's Chorale g ives FAF performance. 
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College-bound students visited the OCE campus 
on February 3, 1968 for the annual Preview Day. 
Kathy Hagstrom was general chairman of the day, 
and was aided by Susie Fujiyama, chairman of the 
Hootenany. 
The day began with a general assembly during 
which visiting students were greeted by Bob Opper-
man, ASOCE president; and Mr. Jack Morton, Dean 
of Students. Keynote speaker was President Rice. He 
spoke on the topic "On being a College student in the 
1960's." Robert Richards provided entertainment at 
the opening program. 
During the afternoon students could attend ses-
sions in areas of special interest to them, and ask 
any questions they had. Model classroom visitations 
were also scheduled. High school juniors were invited 
to attend panel discussions called "College ahead - A 
year to make ready!" An informal open house was 
also held in all dormitories on campus. 
Preview Day closed with a Hootenany and dance 
in the dining commons, featuring the "Shugah." 
Visitors assemble to hear Preview Day address. 
Campus Hosts 
Wolves Split 
High school juniors and seniors register for OCE Preview Day. 
High Schoolers 
Mountie Series 
All remaining hopes for a repeat conference title 
were shattered in the Wolfpack's series split with the 
Eastern Oregon Mountaineers. Although they easily 
defeated the Mounties in the first game of the two 
game series, the loss in the second game erased any 
chances the Pack had in repeating their 1966 confer-
ence championship. 
The Wolves, fighting against terrible odds (the 
Pack had to win their last six games and Southern 
Oregon had to lose their final game to George Fox to 
clinch a tie), made a valiant second half come back 
that seemed surely to mean victory over the Moun-
ties. But persistent buckets by three Mounties 
spelled defeat for the Wolves . 
Vogel fires a two-pointer toward the basket. 
With the Wolves loss to Eastern Oregon in this 
series, 91-86 and the two overtime victory of South-
ern Oregon over George Fox, the Wolves were elimi-
nated from title contention. 
The Pack stands at 7-wins and 4 losses in confer-
ence action and 12-8 overall for the season standing 
after the Mountie series. 
Vogel up for a rebound against Mountie opposition. 
The tip-off against the Mountaineers. 
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Hui O Aloha member, Joyce Akiyama, performs native dance at 
annual Hawaiian Club Dance. 
•• 
Hawaiians provide entertainment for "Ports of Paradise." 
Hawaii Beckons 
Donkeys Hee 
"Ports of Paradise" was the theme chosen for the 
annual Hawaiian Club dance . The entertainment 
planned for the event was, as usual, very good and the 
organization, as always, well planned. The decorations 
included a souvenir shop of Hawaiian relics and state 
posters depicting the beauty of Hawaii. Following the 
entertainment portion of the "Ports of Paradise" was 
the dance. 
Chairman for the event was Sharlene Viela. 
It is too bad that more campus clubs don't follow 
the lead set by this outstanding organization. The 
members maintain a close contact with one another 
that helps the smooth functioning of the group and 
always seem more than willing to give a little more of 
their time to make the Hawaiian Club events a little 
better than any others. These individuals seem to 
realize that being a member of a club means active 
participation in the planning and follow up of the 
club's events. It is too bad more club members don't 
realize this. 
Hui O Aloha 
Haw Crowd 
The Juniors sponsored what is becoming a tra-
ditional event on the campus -a donkey basketball 
game. This year, the battle pitted the dormitory men 
students against their off-campus counterpart. 
A disappointingly small crowd watched the laugh-
packed events as educated college men fought a battle 
of the wits with the stubborn donkeys. "Whoa" and 
"giddup" don't seem to mean too much to these animals 
who much prefer to move when and where they 
want to. 
A half time show featured several junior misses 
trying to charm the animals in obeyance. But not even 
beauty works with these beasts as they remained as 
immobile for a pretty face as they did for a kick in the 
side. 
The final outcome in the fun-filled battle seemed 
to show that the off-campus men could handle their 
animals better than those on campus, evidenced by the 
score board and its 11-7 final face. But those that wit-
nessed the battle aren't terribly sure that the real vic-
tor's crown shouldn't go to the donkeys for putting up 
with the stupidity of college men. 
Rita Havely gets an assist from Patti Einerson and Dianne Mor-
rison and a stubborn resist from the donkey. 
Ill 
An off-campus player scores two points. 




De Jardin, Judy 
"Gotham City Municipal Swing Band" provides music for Sweet-
hearts. 
"The Sweetheart Tree" was the theme of the an-
nual Collecto Coeds-Intercollegiate Knights sponsored 
ball held February 17, 1968 in the Dining Commons. 
The semi-formal event, traditionally co-sponsored by 
the above named groups, was effectively decorated for 
the winter formal-this year decked out with a Valen-
tine flair. 
Co-chairmaned by Patti Prusak and Randy Den-
ley, the dance featured the Gotham City Municipal 
Swing Band, a campus group that doubles as the Pep 
Band for basketball games. 
The dance is held to honor the sweetheart selected 
by the two sponsoring organizations. Five senior boys 
were selected by Collecto Coeds as finalists for their 
sweetheart; Bill Caddy, Al Mueller, Bob Opperman, 
Royce Mosgrove, and Bob De Jardin. IK's likewise 
chose five finalists, pretty senior misses; Archie Hazel-
ton, Marilyn McCasland, Earlyn Kraft, Diane Gambit, 
and Judy Salvey. The final choices, announced during 
an intermission at the dance, were real sweethearts -
Bob DeJardin and Judy Salvey. 
sponsor Winter Bal1 
Salvey Sweethearts 
Judy Salvey, a senior secondary education 
major from Portland, was chosen Intercollegiate 
Knights Sweetheart of 1968. Active in campus ac-
t ivities, Judy serves as 2nd vice-president of the stu-
dent body and was vice-president of Arby and a coun-
selor at Gentle. She was a member of the 1966 
Homecoming Court, representing the women of Gentle 
Hall. 
Bob DeJardin, a secondary education major from 
Woodburn, was selected 1968 Sweetheart by the Col-
lecto Co-eds. Bob, president of IK's, has been active in 
campus activities and serves this year as a counselor 
in Maaske. He was president of the Junior Class and 
general chairman for the 1967 Jr.-Sr. Prom. 
Happy 1968 Sweethearts receive t rophies. 
Linda Soczek and Jim White enjoy "The Sweetheart Tree." Flowers, and trees of hearts decorate commons for Sweethearts Ball. 
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Woof ettes- Dance 
W oofettes was first organized in the fall of 1965 
as a pep club type marching unit. Most of the first 
members were freshmen. The organization limits 
membership to 25 girls, chosen for their rhythmic 
ability and creativity. 
This year, Woofettes, under president Kathe Pat-
terson performed at many campus functions. They 
provided entertainment at the Homecoming half time 
show with a dance number to "Thoroughly Modern 
Millie" and also appeared during the Dad's Day and 
Folk's Festival programs. 
The group has been quite successful in their per-
formances and have added much in the way of enter-
tainment to basketball halftimes. 
Functions of a group like this are very important. 
Campus visitors may watch these spirited and talented 
girls and come away with an impressive assessment of 
the school because of such extracurricular groups as 
this. 
Add Class 
& Drill Team-Wow, 
to Halftimes 





















Andrey and Anfisa 
Marsha and Solyony Irina and Kulygin 
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The OCE Drama Department attempted the dif-
ficult Chekhovian drama, "The Three Sisters," as its 
Winter Term play. The drama, involving little action 
or excitement, demanded that strong characterizations 
carry the story. Part of the requirement was met. 
The members of the audience who saw the play 
during its seven day run and had difficulty following 
the character development or understanding the plot 
undoubtedly thought the production too long and un-
questionably boring. The members of the audience, 
however, who caught the mixture of comedy and 
tragedy reflected in the helpless, stumbling characters 
evoking both pity and laughter found the drama ef-
fectively done. 
The play lacked most understanding by its viewers 
and playgoers who come to the college productions to 




































The Three Sisters 
by Anton Chekhov 















I have taken this opportunity, as an editor, to air 
some views concerning college and its many facets. 
Some of the opinions expressed may have stung. For 
this, I apologize. I have tried to offer suggestions or 
examples as guidelines when a criticism has been 
expressed. 
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Ginger Taylor - "You don't have to be crazy to 
work here . .. but it helps!" 
3A0~0893A0~0893AO~O 
Jan Sassaman- "WHO'S WORRIED ABOUT 
AUTOMATION? ... I'd like to see the button 
that would work my kind of hours. " 
GROVE 68 
Gregg Hamilton -"! DON'T HAVE TIME TO BE CONFUSED .. . 
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Folks Festival is the day set aside for Parent's 
visitation to the campus. Both mothers and fathers are 
honored guests for a preview and review of the college. 
"OCE Today" was the theme of the 1968 Folks Festi-
val. Chairman for the annual event was Alesanne 
Butzin , a junior from Hood River. 
A variety of activities were planned for Folks 
Festival this year, but only 212 pa:::-ents were present 
to enjoy them. The attendance is average and pathetic. 
Why are these parent events such failures? A lot of 
hard work goes into planning a calendar for the 
parents. The Dean's office notifies the parents of the 
planned visitation and co-sponsors one parent day each 
term; Dad's Day, Fall term; Folks Festival, Winter term; 
and Mom's Day, Spring term. But probably more is 
needed than just a letter from the Deans. Do you as 
students take time to extend a special invitation to 
your parents? Maybe this would help the attendance 
at the annual parents visitations. 
The 1968 Folks Festival gave parents a glimpse of 
what is happening at OCE today . It is unfortunate that 
more parents did not benefit from this glimpse. 
Parents register for 1968 Folks Festiva l. 
OCE Today 
Few Folks 
History and Club displays enjoyed by parents. 
A Glimpse 
Benefit 
OCE Mother's Club holds apron sale for Folks r ·estival. 
Art display and sale held by Kappa P i. 
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OCE Concert Band gave several outstanding 
concerts. Fall term they provided half time entertain-
ment at the football games. Winter term band activi-
ties consisted of Pep Band performances at basket-
ball games, and a Concert Band tour throughout 
Oregon. With the onslaught of Spring term, Band 
concerts moved outside for the annual Twilight con-
certs, except when rain prevented. The Band also 
performed for students and their families on Parent 
Visitation days. 
OCE Band gives Twilight Concert. 
Marching Band gives half time entertainment. 
Half time Shows, 
Fill Music 
OCE musicians provided students and visitors to 
the campus with many outstanding performances 
this year. Among these were numerous concerts, re-
citals, con-citals a combination of the two, and other 
appearances. 
Pep Band performs for game. 
Con-citals 
Program 
The OCE Women's Chorale purchased new 
blazer-style jackets this year. Under the direction of 
Dr. Robert Glasgow they made their first appearance 
in them Spring term at a joint Twilight Concert with 
the OCE Band. The Chorale also performed at the 
All Campus Sing held for Folk's Festival. 
The OCE choir, under the direction of Dr. Edgar 
Smith, gave their annual outstanding Christmas 
presentation of Handel's "Messiah." The choir also 
did an excellent job of performing the Biblical Orato-
rio, "Elijah," for their Spring concert. 
First time performance for Women's Chorale in new jackets . 
Dr. Edgar Smith, Chairman of the Music Department. 
Dr. Smith leads OCE choir in concert. 
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All in favor, says IK Duke. 
IK members chat with Dean Phyllis Knight while they wait to 
begin campus tour for parents. 
Under the direction of Duke Bob DeJardin the 
Wolf Knights chapter of Intercollegiate Knights 
sponsored the annual IK Duchess Pageant. Meredith 
Nelson was crowned Duchess this year. 
Intercollegiate Knights is an honorary men's 
service organization at OCE. They seek to uphold 
scholastic and social standards, and service to Ore-
gon College of Education. 
IK's also sponsored several other informal cam-
pus dances, held a talent show, helped distribute 
pamphlets in favor of Ballot Measure #3 in Salem, 
and led campus tours for parents attending parent 
visitation days. 
Other Intercollegiate Knight officers for this 
year included: Earl Randy Denley, Chancellor Byron 
Darr, Scribe Pat Miller, Horrible Executioner Roger 
Zumwalt, Page Master Larry VanDusen and Rick 
Bartow, and Expansion Officer Dan Gatti. 
I K's: Service 
Netters 
IK Duchess Meredith Nelson 
IK Duke Bob DeJardin 
With A Style 
Victorious 
o -
Sandy Swanson number one man in singles play. 
Dave Hanzlik and Clem Mullin prac tice fo r a big match. 
Coach McCullough watches as Phil Schroeder and Mark Wiens 
warm up. 
I 




OCE Theatre presented ANTIGONE on May 22-
23, under the direction of Marion Rossi. Rossi is as-
sistant professor of Humanities at OCE. 
ANTIGONE is a Greek tragedy written by Soph-
ocles, one of ancient Greece's greatest playwrights. 
The play is the story of man's search for wisdom. 
The part of Antigone was played by Lila Mathe-
son, an OCE freshman. The main point of the play is 
built around Antigone's fight for the right to bury 
her dead brother, Polyneices. Antigone's uncle Creon, 
played by Dick Folk, represents community law and 
the state in the play. 
The set for ANTIGONE was designed by Richard 
Davis and Marion Rossi. Sharp-edged triangular 


































Theme ''For You 
Mom's Day 
"For You, A Daisy" was the theme given the 
1968 Mom's Day, held April 27. Registration began 
at about 9:30 in the Student Center Lounge. Approx-
imately 218 parents were on campus for the event. 
Mom's Day chairman for this year was Margaret 
Greer, a junior from Portland. 
On tap for those attending "For You, A Daisy" 
was a long list of varied activities. Things got under-
way with a Kappi Pi art sale, a Mom's Club apron 
sale, and a Dad's Club pen sale. Parents and stu -
dents were given the opportunity to attend a presen-
tation on the History of the Pacific Northwest by Dr. 
Kenneth Holmes, or a presentation by Mary Jo Hei-
del on Wigs and Wiglets and Flower Arranging pre-
sented by Mrs. Hazel Bartlett. 
A Daisy" Chosen 
Draws 218 
Activities also included a double header baseball 
game (OCE vs. EOC ), informal open house in all 
dormitories , campus tours, an OCE Band Concert, a 
parent-student-faculty Coffee Hour, a Men's and 
Women's Fashion Show, Powder Puff Basketball 
championships, and the Elijah Oratorio. 
Also scheduled was a special Mom's Day banquet 
held in the Dining Commons. Keynote speaker for 
the banquet was President Rice who spoke on "the 
role of the mother of a college student." Banquet en-
tertainment included singing by Ed and Jean Walk-
er, and by Robert Richards, and a Poetry Reading by 
Miss Phyllis Knight. 
"For You, A Daisy" drew to a close with a dance 




Staff and Key is a women's service honorary at 
OCE. The symbol of the staff and the key stand for 
leadership and knowledge. Members are selected on 
the basis of leadership, enthusiasm, friendliness, and 
GPA which must be a 2.5. Staff and Key sponsors 
the All-American Ball each year, and helps out 
whenever other special services are needed. 




This year's slate of Staff and Key officers in-
cluded: President Kathi Rowan, Vice-President 
Maggi Rufener, Recording Secretary LuJean Shaw, 
Correspondence Secretary Bobbi Wynne, and Trea-
surer Charlene Rivers. Advisor for the club is Mrs. 
Ray Broderson. 
Pam Pillette and Kathe Patter-
son wait for initiation activities 
to begin. 
New members perform for the old. 
All Service 
Enthusiasm 
This year's Junior Varsity Rally was composed of 
five freshman women, and two freshman men. Bern-
ice Mathews, a freshman from Newport, served as 
Junior Varsity Rally Queen. The remaining four 
female Rally members included Vickie Baker, from 
Salem, Sue Bjerke, from McMinnville, Velma Tatom, 
from Portland, and Nancy Woodward, from Eugene. 
Junior Varsity Rally King was Steve Sanders, a 
freshman from McMinnville. The other male member 





Student Council Retreat is an annual trek made 
by both the old and new council members at which 
programs are evaluated and reevaluated that are 
undertaken by the student governments. 
This year, retreat was held at Grace Haven 
Lodge, at Tolavana Park near Cannon Beach. Ap-
proximately 50 old and new council members gath-
ered to make plans for the coming school year and to 
discuss problems that plagued this years student offi-
cers. Resolutions by the score were made, as is typi-
cal of retreats, and many new ideas were formulated 
that would later need further investigation. 
Retreat 1968 was considered by many to be the 
most successful retreat in years. 
Jim White pulls on a sock that he just emptied of sand. 
,<1- - -
Marilyn McCasland powerhouses t he ball as the outfie ld anxiously 




The annual Faculty-Student picnic was again 
a large success. Many faculty members and their 
families attended the spring version of the twice a 
year event. Held at Helmick Park, the picnickers 
were feasted to a monmouth amount of hot dogs 
and pork and beans and punch and potato salad. 
A rousing, spirited volleyball game with 
mixed faculty-student teams kept the excitement 
alive until the roasting fire could burn up a good 
flame. Then ravished faculty and student volley-
ballers alike camped around the blazing coals to 
cook their dinner. 
The traditional faculty versus student softball 
game proved to be a rout as the student man-han-
dled the faculty , 10-4. But one faculty slugger, 
Uncle Jack, was absent from the game and there's 
no telling how badly the students would have won 
by had he been there to play for the faculty. 




Judy Salvey, a senior from Parkrose High in the 
Parkrose district of Portland, was selected by student 
body vote as Betty Coed, the senior girl best typify-
ing the All-American Coed. 
Judy, the second vice-president of the student 
body, has been very active in campus governments of 
one sort or another during her four years at OCE. 
She has served as vice-president of Arbu thnot Hall , 
President of Interdorm Council, and was a Homecom-
ing Princess of the 1966 Court. 
Judy was chosen from a field of four senior girls 
chosen by the class presidents to vie for the honor of 
Betty Coed. The three nominees she bested for the 
role as typical senior coed were Tracy Barnes, Mari-
lyn McCasland, and Lydia White. 
Bob DeJardin, a senior from Woodburn majoring 
in Secondary Education Humanities, was selected by 
vote of the student body as Joe College, the senior 
boy best exemplifying the college male. 
Bob, president of the campus charter of Intercol-
legiate Knights, has been very active also in his four 
years at OCE. He too served as a dorm vice-presi-
dent, Maaske's. His Junior year he led his class as 
President and a member of student council. He 
headed the committee that sponsored the Junior-Se-
nior Prom as class president. 
Bob was chosen from a list of four nominees. The 
other three named by the class president to vie for 
the honor were Gregg Hamilton, Royce Mosgrove, 
and Bob Opperman. 
11 5 




Pacific's Randy Douglass held the Pack to one 
hit in nine innings in the first game of the contest 
and survived a tenth innings scare to lead his team-
mates to a 2-1 tenth inning victory over the Wolves. 
Charlie Gardinier's double and Ed Melhorn's single 
provided one run in the bottom of the tenth. 
Jim Hosek pitched the second game for the 
Wolves, a three-hitter, which gave the Pack the sec-
ond game, 2-1, and tied the series 1-1. Gardinier sin-
gled and scored the winning run on Rod Jones's dou-
ble down the left fi eld line. 
The third, and deciding game of the tourney, 
sent Bill Rice against the Boxer's Ken Sylvester. 
Steve Collette, singled in by Melhorn's hit, scored the 
first Wolfpack run in the bottom of the first. Bu t the 
Pacific team rebounded with two runs of their own in 
the top of the second, but this would mark the end of 
their scoring. Terry Garner drove a long ball into 
center field, scoring three base runners, and then 
scored the fifth run himself on a single from Gardi-
nier. The third and last game of the series ended 5-2. 
The Wolves were District Champions. 
1st Game Jitters 
Title, 2-1 & 5-2 
Manager Ron Wilson . 
OCE won the NAIA district 2 baseball title and 
a trip to the regional tourney at Medford with a dou-
ble-header sweep of Pacific. University. The Wolves 
came back after a first game loss to take the best of 
three series, 2-1. 



































"The Sounds of the Surf' was the theme chosen 
by members of the Junior class as the theme for the 
1968 Prom. Under the direction of President Lynn 
Freshour, the traditional formal affair was the high-
light of the year. 
The Juniors chose, as featured performers for the 
Prom Concert, the internationally known vocal trio, 
the Sandpipers, whose recording of "Guantanamero" 
sold over a million copies. The group has had good 
sales with most of their material and their distinc-
tive styling of "Louie Louie," a long-time popular 
rock n roll favorite, won the group more listeners. 
The Sandpipers brought with them a small gallery of 
performers who usually tour with them. Included in 
the program was a vocal duo called Stormy and Sun-
ny, two attractive young women with voices to 
match. 
All in all , the evening was very enjoyable. The 
decorations were very elaborate and collegiate. It'll 
be hard for next year's juniors to follow in the foot-
steps of the Class of 69. 
Why is it that with the high caliber of activities 
that the school can sponsor the students won't sup-
port these programs with their attendance? Home-
coming this year lost around $1000 because students 
wouldn't support the concert choice. The Prom was 
successful in spite of the students. It only takes 1200 
students to make these big name concerts pay off; yet 
1200 seems too high a number. Because of the un-
willingness to support guest entertainers, student 
government is forced to sponsor two concerts instead 
of three. A proposed winter concert featuring the 
Fifth Dimension was dropped because it was felt the 
students wouldn't support it. So if you want top 
name entertainment, you're going to have to prove 
you'll support it. Until then, student government 
only dare sponsor two concerts a year. 
We hope this will make the student body more 
conscious of their role as students in bringing top 

















































The juniors did a marvelous job with the decora-
tions. The dining commons was transformed into a 
t ropical isle. Large Polynesian murals covered the 
windows, fish net hung bedecked with small orchids 
and paper fish, a wooden bridge crossed a fountain 
and pool alive with coconut trees and goldfish, and 
dark and light blue streamers enclosed the couples as 


























































































Varsity Rally leads OCE fans in fami liar chants. 
This year's Varsity Rally was composed of four 
sophomores, three juniors, and one senior. Cheryl 
Massey, a junior from Salem served as Rally Queen. 
The remaining women Rally members were: Bev 
Sampson, a junior from Forest Grove, Elaine Elfeldt, 
a sophomore from Salem, Betty Ross, and Claudia 
Marcus, both sophomores from Portland. Jim White, 
a junior from Grants Pass served as Rally King. The 
other male member of the squad was Steve Magee, a 
senior from Dayton. 
OCE Varsity Rally enjoys a laugh with Basketball coach, Bob 
McCullough . 
Cheryl 






Top Recognition Dessert honors went to Marilyn 
McCasland of Riverside, Calif. and John Bohlander 
of Molalla. 
Marilyn received the Julia McCulloch Smith 
award, presented annually to the outstanding senior 
woman graduate. The recipient typifies a senior 
woman with high academic achievement, social com-
petence, and high moral character. During her four 
years at OCE, Marilyn has served as ASOCE 1st 
Vice-President, Staff and Key President, and chair-
man of the Constitutional Review Board, which was 
instrumental in carrying out plans for the student 
government change-over. 
at Annual 
John Bohlander received the Delmer Dewey 
award, which is given annually to the outstanding 
senior man graduate. John served as Freshman class 
President, Blue Key President, a member of the var-
sity basketball team, and Mr. All American. (not pic-
tured) 
The outstanding commissioner award was pre-
sented to Lynn Freshour of Salem. Lynn was recog-
nized for his outstanding service as Junior Class 
Commissioner. 
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Mari lyn McCasland 
Gregg Hamilton 
Win Top Honors 
Affair 
Lydia White received the Senior Service award, 
which is given annually to the outstanding senior for 
service and dedication to activities. Lydia was 
GROVE editor her sophomore and junior years and 
filled the role of ASOCE Financial Secretary this 
year. 
Gregg Hamilton received the Blue Key Distin-
guished Service award. This is not an annual award 
and is given whenever the members of Blue Key feel 
that there is a deserving senior man due recognition. 
During the evening's events, the new student of-
ricers were sworn in by the new student body Presi-
dent, Bob Olson. As his last official act, retiring 
President Bob Opperman gave the oath of office to 
the incoming student government head, Bob Olson. 
Gregg was class vice-president his junior and sopho-
more year, a member of the GROVE staff for three 
years, including editorship this year. 
Jerry Pratton was awarded the Phi Delta Kappa 
key, which is given annually to the outstanding man 
in elementary education. Jerry, an intern in the Ti-
gard district, will be team leader next year in his 
first regular year of teaching. He served as ASOCE 
President his junior year. 
Bob DeJardin and Judy Salvey received the Joe 
College and Betty Coed awards, presented annually 
by popular vote of the student body to the senior boy 
and girl that best typify the collegiate image. 
Bob DeJardin and Judy Salvey 




COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
MONMOUTH, OREGON 
The Eighty-fifth A nnual 
<!Commencement 
OCE MBIORIAL STADIUU 
June 7, 1968 
The rung of a ladder was 
n ever m ean t to rest upon, 
but only to hold a man's 
foot long enou gh to enable 
him to put th e other some-
what h igh er. 
Anonymous 
562 Graduate at 
Stebbins given 
J rngram 
Friday, June Seventh, Two O'Clock 





T rumpet Voluntary 
I NVOCATION 
MABEL E. DOBBS, Organist 
(The audience will rema in seated during the processional ) 
THE REVEREND.KARL R. SMITH, Pastor 





Brass Sextet : "Introduction, A lleluia, and Amen" . Wallace 
Steve Betschart, Trn111pet Wayne Bartnik, Baritone 
Rodney Keizur, Trwn/•rt .l am<'s Boring, Trombone 
Daron Phay, Frrnch H orn Duncan Pierce, Tuba 
[ NTRODUCTIONS 
LF.ONARD 'vV. R ICE, President 
GREETI NGS 
RALPH E. P URVI N E, M .D. 
Member Oregon State Iloard of Higher Educat ion 
ADDRESS: "The Twain Shall Meet" 
R. E. LIEU ALLEN. Chancellor 
Oregon State System of Higher E ducation 
PR r-:SENTATTO OT' GRADUATES 
STANLEY J. KENYON, R egistrar 
BERT Y. KERSH , Dean of Fawlty 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
COM MISSIONING CF.REMON IES 
AWARD FOR DISTINGCISHED SERVICE 
ORGAN RECESSIONAL : 
Trumpet Tune . . . . . . . . 
(The audience will r emain seated dur ing the recessional) 
CARILLON I NTERLUDE 
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College - an elusive term that defies definition. 
Why? How does one define a way of life; a mode of 
action? There is so much to consider in trying to cap-
ture, with words, the meaning of college. 
College is something different for each person. 
Its components may include many varying elements. 
Something that one person considers a definite ingre-
dient of this term, another might not even consider. 
The serious-minded student's view of college might 
be narrowly channeled around his academic inter-
ests. The campus sporting events and activities may 
not offer any enjoyment to him. The fun-loving colle-
giate might prefer to completely disassociate himself 
from college outside of his class attendance and his 
diligent occupation with homework- possibly a cou-
ple hours every weekend. His definition of college 
encompasses the walks he and his girl take under a 
harvest moon or in the quietude of a warm spring 
rain. It may include the dread of choosing a shirt to 
iron for the campus dance from among a months pile 
of clean laundry. College is many things to many 
people. The way we view college will determine the 
amount of knowledge and pleasure we attain from 
this undefinable element. 
• • 
Ill review 
Scholars may argue that the importance of col-
lege lies in its academic curriculum and the person 
that drinks deepest from the cup of knowledge will 
enjoy the most benefits. But college has to be more 
than a 3.5 grade point average . . . or most of us are 
reaping nothing from what we gather. It's more than 
reading all the assigned novels from an American Lit 
class . 
The college community is a special cross-file of 
American life. It incorporates all the ingredients of a 
diverse society. People from all walks of life reside 
within these confines. The interaction among the 
many different people is an education in itself. 
Here things can be, or at least seem, more acute. 
College can open the mind to reality. It can unlock 
the chambers of the mind that the high school never 
attempted to find. The results we discover are 
summed up much better in the relationships we have 
with the people around us. 
Could it be that the real importance in college is 
the degree of exposure, the amount of absorption, 
and the result of those processes that one experiences 
about people that is the fabled "key of knowledge?" 
13! 





Our campus is very fortunate to have such a 
student-attuned faculty. Our deans are very student 
oriented, being little more than "students" them-
selves. The sense of humor that sparkles in many of 
the student wits also sparkles in many of the faculty. 
A good illustration will explain the picture to 
the left. This good fun-loving guy is none other than 
our own Uncle Jack Morton. Imagine his shock upon 
returning from a trip to some far distant northland 
when he discovers that the door through which he 
used to enter his office in the Education Building is 
no longer a door but a wall with a coat rack adorning 
its facade. Imagine a verbal exchange with his riot-
ous cohorts, but don't let your imagination run away 
with you. Dean Morton wouldn't say things like that! 
Then imagine some shuffling of furniture, one coat 
rack and a chair, a hand groping for paper high in 
the air, and then a descending swip that reveals the 
sign you see in the picture to the left. 
And we dare suggest that our faculty members 
have no sense of humor. Deans do not live on dread 
alone!!! 
****** * * * 
Student governments Executive Council was 
probably the finest in years. Each of the five officers 
handled his job with determination and fortitude. 
Bob, one of the swarm of Sandy High School stu-
dents still exercising their muscles in student gov-
ernment, was an able and capable leader as Student 
Body President. Although inhumanely teased as 
being tyrannical by his fellow exec council members, 
he gave the role of president a new dimension, that 
of Christian brotherhood. 
Marilyn was largely responsible for the rapid 
changeover accomplished this year because of her 
work with her steering committee, the CRB (Consti-
tutional Review Board), which developed a new con-
stitution to govern the new Senate form of govern-
ment. Many pain-staking hours were spent complet-
ing this monumental task. Now a resident of Califor-
nia, Marilyn graduated from Centennial High of 
Gresham. 
As head of the Elections Board and overseer of 
all student body elections, Judy governed a smooth 
working organization that gave fast and accurate 
returns on how the voters voted. Her bright warmth 
and zany sense of humor added a touch of spice to an 
already fun-loving exec council. 
Although she came into the office of Recording 
Secretary in mid-year, Sandy performed efficiently as 
the council's note-taker. A resident of the US for a 
number of years, she still keeps an enchanting trace 
of the accent that broke many hearts when she left 
her native England. Sandy will serve on exec council 
next year as Financial secretary. 
Another graduate of Centennial High , Lydia has 
accomplished her job as Financial Secretary with 
ease and accuracy. Working with a budget of $40,000 
and managing almost every student government ac-
count as an accountant, she handled transactions and 
requisitions with valuable ability. Her know-how and 





STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT 
Bob Opperman 
FINANCIAL SECRETARY 






































































Carol Ann Henderson 
Fire Marshall 
Arbuthnot Hall 
Katherine Arbuthnot Hall, better known on 
campus as Arby, provides a home for one-hundred 
and sixty OCE women. The women of Arby received 
several honors this year including: second place in 
over-all Homecoming participation (the campus-wide 
clean up campaign they sponsored helped Arby win 
this honor) , second place in the 1967 Fall Blood 
Drive, third place in the All Campus Sing, and the 
highest GPA Fall term. 
Arby women also participated in Powder Puff 
football and basketball, the All Campus Drive, and 
sponsored a dance Winter and Spring term. Two rep-
resentatives from Arby attended the National Dormi-




Arnold Arms is the smallest men's living group 
on campus. It houses thirty-four men in single, dou-
ble, and triple occupancies. A student resident pre-
sides as Arnold Arms' "house mother." 
Under Mick Tofflemire, Arnold Arms was named 
third place winner for the outstanding dormitory 






































Butler Hall , with its apartment-like living pro-
vides residence for one-hundred and forty OCE men. 
The men of Butler participated in all campus 
activities this year, and in addition they sponsored a 
dance and a special Butler Hall Day, May 23. Other 
Butler activities included participation in Intramur-












































The Cottage, the most house-like and smallest of 
the women's dormitories at OCE, serves as residence 
for thirty women. The women of The Cottage partici-
pated in many campus activities, and took several 
honors this year. These honors included: first place 
in the 1967 Fall Blood Drive, first place in the All 
Campus Sing, Homecoming Bon Fire participation 
honors, and the highest GPA Winter term. 
Cottage women also participated in Intramural 
women's sports, serenades, water fights with the men 
of Arnold Arms, and sponsored a dance Spring term 





Phy I I is Barker 
IDC Rep. 
Cot tage President, Arlene Eitzen-
























Thomas H. Gentle Hall houses approximately 
one-hundred and fifty female OCE residents. The 
rooms are almost all four occupancy. The Hall is di-
vided into three pods with one unit executive for ev-
ery sixteen girls. The fourth pod is made up of two 
lounges. The lounge downstairs is used for T.V. view-
ing, etc., and the upstairs lounge is used for dances 
and other dorm functions. 
Under the direction of President Dianne Morri-
son, a sophomore from Portland, the women of Gen-
tle took first place in the Homecoming dorm sign 
competition, and second place in the All Campus 







Rohen J. Maaske Hall is one of the most cen-
trally located dormitories on campus. It provides 
convenient living for approximately one-hundred and 
sixty male residents. 
Although Maaske Hall did not receive any spe-
cial honors this year, the men of Maaske were active 
in all campus activities including Homecoming and 
the Blood Drives. 
Maaske also sponsored a Winter term dance, and 
a free campus dance called the "Beatnick Ball." 
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Todd Hall 
Jessica Todd Hall , the oldest and largest living 
quarters on campus, houses one-hundred and seventy 
OCE women. 
Under the direction of President Gayle De Young 
Todd Hall won the Good Housekeeping award for 
Fall term. With the money they received for this 
honor the women of Todd purchased a new stereo for 
the living room. 
This year marked the 55th Anniversary of Todd 
Hall. In honor of this occasion the history of Jessica 
Todd Hall was published and went on sale Alumni 
Day 1968. 
Todd Hall women also sponsored a Student-Fac-








The 1967-68 year for 
Oregon College of Educa-
tion proved to be a very 
fruitful season. With OCE 
taking two district titles 
and four conference titles , 
one a co-championship, it 
has forced the other col-
leges in the conference to 
bow to OCE. 
Fall term found the Cross 
Country team finishing 
third in conference. Two 
members , Carl Rodney and 
Arnie Powell , were the 
standout leaders of the 
team. Rodney, though only 
a freshman, came in first 
place in many of the cross 
country meets. Junior Ar-
nie Powell , also a great 
asset to the team, came in 
third in the conference 
meet. 
Football , though not hav-
ing as good a year as the 
year before, took co-cham-
pionship honors with 
Southern Oregon. It was a 
great disappointment to the 
Homecoming crowd when 
the team lost to Eastern 
Oregon by a mere 7-6 deci-
sion. The wolfpack was fa-
vored to win the game and 
so the loss came as quite a 
shock to many OCE fans. A 
game that did brighten up 
many OCE'rs though was 
the away game with South-
ern Oregon. SOC has al-
way s been one of the 
stronger schools, and even 
though the 20-7 score does 
not show it, it was a hard 
fought game for the team. 
Dave Sturgis, after finish-
ing the football season, 
signed with the pro football 
team, the New Orleans 
Saints. At the end of the 
season, OCE was voted "the 
college exhibiting best over-
all sportsmanship and eth-
ics - including team and 
student body." 
Winter term came and 
saw the OCE basketball 
team taking second place in 
conference behind Southern 
Oregon. As the season prog-
ressed for the team, it be-
came almost habit to break 
old records and set new 
higher ones . MVP Bob 
Vogel helped by setting 
three of the 1 7 new records 
set by the team. Usually 
when a freshman turns out for basketball he expects 
to play for the frosh team. This wasn't so for Bob Sisk. 
He scored 409 points this year which helped him earn 
the "Mr. Hustle" award. 
The wrestling team, finishing the season with a 
9-3 dual meet record, saw Hal Dyal, team captain, 
winning a trip to the national meet. Hal finished his 
own season with 15 consecutive wins, most of which 
were by pins. 
Spring term was OCE's big term for sports. 
There were three conference titles and two district 
ti tles taken; Tennis, Baseball, and Track each took 
conference titles, and district titles were taken by 
baseball and Golf. 
The tennis championship games were held on 
the Southern Oregon courts. Competing were OCE, 
SOC, EOC, and GF. Sandy Swanson won the singles 
championship, encountering a three set match in 
each of the four rounds he played. One of the three 
setters was with Hans Greerde of EOC in the final. 
The EOC netter would throw deep lobs as Swanson 
came to the net which often left the eventual cham-
pion scrambling for a return. This exasperating play 
persisted until each had won a set 6-4. Greerde's con-
sistency let him down in the 3rd set and Swanson's 
aggressiveness finally paid off. The final set score 
read 6-1 with Swanson walking away the winner. 
The doubles team of Dick Beck and Swanson reached 
the finals which helped to collect more valuable team 
points. 
The track and field conference games were also 
held at Southern Oregon. Even though SOC had 
almost become perennial champions in this sport, 
being on their home field did not help them this 
t ime. Gene Pfiefer lead the team in scoring and in 
the process, anchored the first place 440 relay team, 
grabbed honors in the 100 and 220 yard dash , and 
took third in pole vault. Arnie Powell added to the 
track efforts by taking firsts in the one and three 
mile runs. Also adding with firsts were: Dan Davis, 
long jump; Chip Gorrell, javelin; and Jim Rehberg, 
high hurdles. 
The baseball team ended their season with a fine 
win-loss record of 17-6, which won them the honors 
of taking the conference crown. The playoffs for the 
NAIA District II title were held on the home field for 
the wolves. At the conclusion of Friday's first game, 
the 2-1 score in favor of Pacific University left the 
Wolfpack in a somber mood; but upon winning the 
first game of a double header on Saturday by a score 
of 1-0, the team and fans began envisioning the dis-
trict title. The spirit the team had created carried 
over to the final game, which helped them to win the 
game 5-2. These two important wins gave them the 
district crown and the right to travel to the regional 
playoffs in Medford. 
The golf team, even though coming in second to 
Southern Oregon for the conference championship, 
rose to a new height when they walked away from 
the NAIA District meet at Southern Oregon with the 
District crown. This important win allowed the link-
ers to travel to Bemidji, Minnesota for the national 
playoffs. Even though the team as a whole didn't 
reach the final matches, senior Ken Forster, did a 
very good job of representing OCE by placing sixth 





Two standout members of the Cross Country 
team were Carl Rodney and Arnie Powell. Powell , a 
junior with much experience, was a great asset to the 
team by coming in first in many meets. Rodney, a 
freshman, aided the cause by keeping in step with 
Powell. At the conference meet, Powell showed his 
ability by coming in third and also helping the OCE 
team to place third. 
Cross 
Country A segment of the OCE cross country course. 
Front row: Carl Rodney, Jon Johanson, Vic Casteel. R ow 2: Ed Walker, Rod Goble, Arnie Powell , John Gillespie. 
Front row: Helen White, Diane Gleed , Carolyn Spires, Laura Lee 
Hatcher, Bonnie Campbell , Geneva Johnson. Row 2: Coach 




The OCE Women's Hockey team closed their 
season with a 4-3-2 record. The close of the season 
also saw two women named to the Willamette Valley 
Collegiate Field Hockey team. They were Laura Lee 
Hatcher who played Right wing, and Geneva John-
son who played right inner. Geneva was also the 
team captain. 
phrey, Dorothy Johnston, Bonnie Warwick, Chris Wood, Cathy 
Seeley, J anice Methena , Barb Johnson, Elizabeth Ruef, Sandra 
Williams. 
The OCE women drive toward a common goal. 
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Row 1: coach Bill McCarther, Jim Crump, Steve J acobsen, Jim 
Davidson , Marty Krueger, Dave Snook, Mike Wilkinson, John 
Stilwell , Russell King. Row 2: coach Joe Caligure, Bill Caddy, 
Dave Hilterbrand, Gary Bennett, Dave Bowlin , Don Ross, Mike 
Cranston, Richard Willmschen. Row 3: coach Gale Davis, Larry 
Koenig, Dave Sturgis, Gary Fallin, Bob Harper, Tom Clark, 
Gene Pfiefer, Brad Malone. Row 4: Denny Sydow, Wayne Hor-
ness, Tom Kosydar, Dan Guyll , Bob Wilke, Craig Ruecker, Lor-
ren Zink, Jon Lamereaux. Row 5: Ed Melhorn, Dave Keck, Lee 
Klein, Mike Cranston, Roy Nickerson, John Ekclund, Mike 
McEachern, Lee Herzberger. R ow 6: Phil Arnold, Guy Crapper, 
J esse Laub, Chip Gorrell , Steve Koenig, Steve Gardner, Bob 




20 Pacific U. 
27 George Fox 
41 Seattle Cavaliers 
20 Southern Oregon 
0 Simon Fraser 
6 Eastern Oregon 
30 on 










This year's Wolfpack tried successfully to follow 
last year's Pack in taking conference. They piled up 
four wins against four losses to tie with Southern 
Oregon Raiders for first in conference. 
On statistics for the whole team, the Wolves did 
quite well against their opponents. The Wolves aver-
aged 21.5 points per game for a total of 172, while 
the opponents averaged 13.1 points per game for a 
105 total. 
The Wolves got 76 first downs in rushing to the 
opponents 52; lacked 9 to be up to the opponents 41 
in passing, and had 9 first down penalties to the op-
ponent's 10, which resulted in 117 total first downs 
to the Wolves, and 103 for the opponents. 
All-American, Dave Sturgis, a senior from Leba-
non, lead four out of the eight divisions in individual 
statistics. In receiving, he had 24 over Bob Ziegler's 
10. Sturgis scored 8 touchdowns to Ziegler's 6, he led 
in interceptions with 6, and also led in punt returns 
with 10. Ziegler did, however, pull through in rush-
ing with 141 attempts for a total gain of 706 yds. He 
also won out in returning kickoffs, taking 8 for 238 
yds. 
One of the major upsets of the year for the Pack 
was the Eastern Oregon College game. It was the 
first OCC loss of the year for ~he team. The Mountai-
neers scored midway in the 3rd quarter on a spectac-
ular 58 yd. pass play from Bill Anderson to Gordon 
Syphees. A freshman guard, Mike Pakenkiph, kicked 
the extra point that proved to be the necessary vic-
tory margin. OCE scored on an eleven yd. pass from 
Dennis Sydow to Dave Sturgis. The kick was wide 
which left the score 7-6 at the final gun. 
The ba nd provides the crowd with enterta inment at half time. 
\Volfpack Tie For Conference Champions 
Several players look on as the referees signal that the Pack has scored another touchdown. 
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The decisive 20-7 win over Southern Oregon's 
Raiders was a surprise to many OCE'rs. The Raiders 
are usually one of our toughest opponents, and even 
though the score shows that the victory was decisive 
the Pack had a much harder battle than it looks. 
SOC was the first to score midway in the second pe-
riod. Oregon College retaliated with a 90 yd. kickoff 
return by Bob Ziegler for the Wolves only first half 
score. In the 3rd quarter, Jim Crump scored with 
Larry Koenig's PAT scoring to give the Wolves a 13-
7 lead. Bob Ziegler scored the 3rd and final touch-
down in the 4th quarter, on a run from 48 yds. out. 
One of the Pack stumbles with the ball. 
The Pack blocks opponents for an attempted pass. 
Several Wolves wait for their turn. 
OCE was honored to have seven men place on the All-Conference 
and All-District teams. They were: 
Torn Hawkins (Not pictured) 
All-Conference-Defense-Linebacker 
All-District- Defense-Back 
Tom Mull en 
All-Conference- Offense-Center 
All-District - Offense-Center 
Dave Sturgis 
All-Conference - Offense-End 
Defense-Safety 












All-Conference - Defense-End 
All-District - Defense-Linebacker 
Bob Zeigler 
All-Conference - Offense-End 
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Row 1: Phil Schroeder, Bruce Tiedeman, Jack White, Kelvin Nak-
amura, Bill Baumgartner, Ken Forster. Row 2: Dana Samples, 
Keith Price, Tom Shea, Sandy Swanson, Bill Hansen, Dennis 
Adams. 
Bowling 
Kelvin Nakamura shows good form. 
Bill Baumgartner a ims for a strike. 
When the 1968 bowling season ended for the 
OCE keglers, the men's team managed to tie for sec-
ond place in competition with Oregon State with an 
eleven win, thirteen loss record. 
Bruce Tiedman finished second for the seasons 
high game average, only one point behind the Uni-
versity of Oregon leader. Bruce had an average of 
193 for three game series. 
The women keglers lacked the strength the men 
carried. They ended up with a six win, eighteen loss 
record. 
Sunday, April 7, OCE found itself with four 
other colleges at the Rockwood Lanes for the seventh 
annual NAIA Bowling tournament. OCE finished 
third with Pacific placing first and Great Falls Col-
lege placing second. For the tournament, Bill Hanson 
had the high scoring game with an impressive 254 
points. Hanson also scored the most points for OCE. 
Tom Shea was the second highest scorer for OCE. 
These two men were also members of the district All-
Star team. 
2nd in Conference Play Men Tie For 
Keglers Snag 3rd in NAIA Tourney 
159 
Row 1: Hal Dyal , Mike Morgan , Larry Koenig, Ron Birch , Lon 
Shellenbarger, Rod Leland, Mike Vogt. Row 2: Coach Gail Davis, 
Ron Wil son , Chuck Lunsford, Dave Bowlin , Ken Hoffman, Ron 
Murphy. 
Wrestling 
The OCE wrestling squad finished out its regular 
season matches with two wins this past weekend. They 
defeated the University of Puget Sound 25 to 6 and 
neighboring Willamette 16 to 6. 
Team captain Hal Dyal ran his undefeated string 
to 15 with a 10-9 verdict over his Puget Sound op-
ponent. 
The wrestlers lost their conference matches to 
Eastern Oregon, Southern Oregon, and Oregon Tech, 
but with a relatively young squad the grapplers should 
be back in contention next year. They fin ished t he 














17 Lewis & Clark 
24 Linfield 
24 Warner Pacific 
Cascade 
6 Eastern Oregon 
16 Southern Oregon 
31 Pacific 
24 Warner Pacific 
Cascade 
19 Oregon Tech 


























Row 1: Don Emery, Al Mueller, Jim Costello, Larry Samples, Bob 
Sisk. Row 2: Craig Carpenter, Steve Amundsen, Dennis Parker, 
Hal Smith, Bob Tone, Gary Beckley, Coach Bob McCullough. (Not 
The 1968 basketball season for OCE proved to be 
a very good year even though the team came out in 
second place in conference behind Southern Oregon. 
A total of 1 7 new records were set in the course of 
the season. To name a few, Bob Vogel broke the old 
scoring record of 427 with a new record of 435. Bob 
Sisk topped the old record for field goals with 173. Al 
Mueller set a new season record for most assists with 
135 by breaking the old mark of 104. The pack also 
set a new high in scoring with a 134-105 victory over 
Warner Pacific. There were many more new records 
that were set this year, but they are too numerous to 
mention. 
The players chosen this year for the different 
honors were all wisely selected by their teammates. 
Bob Vogel was voted Most Valuable Player. He set a 
single game record with 15 field goals and his career 
free throw accuracy mark of .805 also rated as a new 
record. Vogel was named to first team spots on both 
the District II and All-conference squads. 
pictured): Jerry Joslin, Tom Fischer, Bob Vogel, a nd manager 
Chip Gorrel. 
Bob Sisk adds two for the Wolves. 
Al Mueller, a four year veteran, was named 
Honorary Captain. He set three new school records: 
11 assists in a game, 135 assists in a season, and 321 
in his career at OCE. 
Bob Tone, a reserve last year, was voted Most 
Improved Player. After scoring only 14 points last 
year, he came on strong this season to post a 11.6 per 
game average. 
The "Mr. Hustle" award went to a freshman from 
Eugene, Bob Sisk. Sisk scored 409 points, which is 
the most ever by an OCE frosh. 
The Most Inspirational award this year was 
given posthumously to Bruce Bradshaw. Bruce was 
fatally injured when he struck his head against the 
court wall in a game with Eastern Oregon at La 
Grande. 
The pack waits in anticipation. 
Sisk goes up again. 
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Al Mueller shoots from far out. 
Coach McCullough tell s it like it is. 
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MOST INSPIRATIONAL PLAYER 
Bruce Bradshaw 











The JV team rests during a t ime out. 
The JV Basketball team ended a successful sea-
son with a record of 11-9. Starting the season with a 
spectacular scoring efforts of 109 and 102, they ta-
pered off to 72½ points a game. 
Three of their last four games were with teams 
that had been considered the toughest competition of 
the year, Linfield and Portland University. The JV's 
defeated Linfield 89-71 and split with Portland, 7 4-
73 and 67-80. In the final game of the season , they 
were defeated by Lewis and Clark 82-92. 
At the end of the season the JV's had scored a 
total of 1377 points compared to the opponents' 1334. 
This averages to 72½ for OCE and 70 for the oppo-
nents. The highE:st score for OCE was when they 
beat Willamette 109-91. The highest score against 
them was 76-119 scored by Linfield .. 
An unidentified team member adds two more for the pack. 
It's in t he basket for two points. 
Coach Sturg is gives advice during a time out. 
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R ow 1: Paul Errico, John Engelien , Dan Fast, Dave Zinck, Gary 
Silver, Douglas Ronan. Row 2: Gene McCorkle, Bill Spencer , Russ 
Lutz, Richa rd Kibbey, J ohn McDevitt, coach Bill Caddy . 
Freshman 
Basketball 
Russ Lutz t ries for two. 
The OCE Frosh topped the .500 percentage by 
one game, winning eight and losing seven. Basically 
the frosh used a fast breaking offense and a zone 
defense. The Frosh lacking height, the tallest 
member being 6'1" had trouble staying with teams of 
superior height. The biggest win of the Frosh's 
season was a win against Linfield's freshman team, 
102 to 90 . Leading rebounder and scorer was Russell 
Lutz who averaged 18 points per game. Other main 
performers for the Frosh were Gene McCorkle, Doug 
Ronan, Dave Zinck, and Bill Spencer. 
The JV Rally were encouragement fo r t he pl ayers. 
It's another Fast score. 





The Women's Basketball program continued to 
grow this year as more inter-scholastic games were 
added to the program. More of the colleges and uni-
versities in this area are now fielding a women's 
team and OCE has as fine a one as can be found in 
the area . 
This year, led by such outstanding players as 
Polly Melugin, Lynda Byrd, and Kay Williamson, the 
women had another successful season. They defeated 
Pacific's team at Forest grove by a 50-32 score to 
mark their high for the season. They lost their con-
tests to Oregon State by increasing slender margins , 
where the outcome of the games were tossups until 
the final gun. 
Front row: Geneva Johnson , D iane P lath, Barb John son , Kathy 
He ll esto, Pam Pill ette. Row 2: Coach Miller, Kay Wi lli amson, 
Laurie Schafer, Polly Melugin , Pynne Looper, Marvina Beth. Row 
3: Betty Jo Gasser, Vickie Nielsen , Stevie Bates , Diane Straney, 
Lynda Byrd, Bonnie Campbell. 
Polly Melugin tries for two. 
Dia ne Plath a ttempts a basket again tan opponent's oppos ition. 
Polly adds two more to her point total as Stevie Ba tes and 
Diane Plath look on. 
The team took 2nd at the OSU Sports Day event, 
where teams from Marylhurst, Linfield, and Portland 
State competed. There they lost only one game, that 
against Portland State by a 28-26 margin. They de-
feated the team from Linfield by a score of 48-22, the 
Marylhurst women 46-35. Polly Melugin scored 57 







The OCE swimmers and divers took fourth place 
in the District Meet held at Southern Oregon. Gary 
Yung, a second year man on the team, garnered over 
one-third of the total team points by placing second 
in the 100 yard breast-stroke, third place in the 200 
yard breast-stroke, and 4th place in the free-style 
relay . Southern Oregon won the District Champion-
ship. 
Other OCE swimmers and their places of finish 
in their events were: Bob Wienert, fourth place in 
the 1650 yard free-style and 4th in the relay; Dave 
Voves, fourth place in the 100 yard back-stroke, fifth 
place in the 200 yard back-stroke, and 4th in the re-
lay; Jim Patterson, a 4th place in relay. 
Diving events were also featured at the meet 
and OCE was represented by Dan Gaither, who took 
4th place in overall points, and Kelly Carroll , who 
took 6th in overall standings. 
The men's team was staffed with experienced 
swimmers who had competed for the team before. 
Only four had not lettered. The roster included 
Yung, Voves, Wienert, Patterson, Jim Kiesel, Dale 
Wilkie, John Wienert, Gaither, and Carroll. 
The women's team, on the other hand, was al-
most entirely new. Only two returning swimmers, 
Angie Deffenbaugh and P aula Worthington, r e-
mained from last year's team. Eight new women 
have turned out for the team, five of whom swim a 
variety of strokes. They are J ean Cecil, Chris Schar-
ringhausen, Sue Snyder, J ean McKenzie, and Carol 
Hesselman. Other members are free stylist Helen 
White and Carol Jesperson and back-stroker Chris 









Da n Gaither 
Chr is Scharringhausen 







Front row: Phil Schroeder , Mark Wiens, Clem Mullin. Row 2: Coach McCullough, Sandy Swanson, Dick Beck, David Hanzlik. 
Men's 
Tennis 
The tennis championship games were held on 
the Southern Oregon courts. Competing were OCE, 
SOC, Eastern Oregon College and George Fox. Sandy 
Swanson won the singles championship, encounter-
ing a three set match in each of the four rounds he 
played. One of the three setters was with Hans 
Greerde of EOC in the final. The EOC netter would 
throw deep lobs as Swanson came to the net which 
often left the eventual champion scrambling for a 
return. This exasperating play persisted until each 
had won a set 6-4. Greerde's consistency let him 
down in the 3rd set and Swanson's aggressiveness 
finally paid off. The final set score read 6-1 with 
Swanson walking away the winner. The doubles 
team of Dick Beck and Swanson reached the finals 
which helped to collect more valuable team points. 







J anet Federici 
Janet Federici, no. 1 singles on the women's Women's 
team, led her teammates to a respectable season fin-
ish . The women lost several close matches including 
narrow losses to Oregon State and University of 
Oregon . 
Four players, Miss Federici, Rosalie Dennis, Pam 
Pillette and Charlene Freitag attended an invita-
tional tournament at the University of Idaho at Mos-
cow where the leading women's college players came 
from throughout the pacific northwest to compete. 
The women made a respectable showing, the doubles 
team losing in the semi-finals. 
Tennis 
Hollie Hyland, Sue Snyder, Charlene Freitag, Pam Pillette, Rosalie Dennis , Bonnie Lufts, J anet Federici. 
I ,1 ., I \\\' ,. .,,.- ~ I' .,. c ... _ / 





Steve Nousen, Dan Morri s, Ken Forester , Bob Olsen, Bob Harper , Coach McArthur . 
After coming in second in conference behind 
Southern Oregon, OCE did a very good job of repre-
senting the Oregon Collegiate Conference by grab-
bing the District II trophy and also placing two men 
on the All-District team. They were J erry Weis and 
Ken Forester . Forester , a senior , led the team and 
other opponents in strokes by making a 147. The 
next closest was a 151. Having the lowest score led 
Forester to be named Distr ict Medalist Winner. At 
the end of the year , Forester was awarded the high-
est honor in the district . He was named the N AIA 
District II Athlete of the Year. 
With the team capturing the District II title, it 
also awarded them the chance to t ravel to Bemidji, 
Minnesota for the national playoffs. The team as a 
whole fared to to as well , but Ken Forester continued 
his winning ways. He was rated sixth in the nation, 
which also won him an All-American rating. 














Row 1: Dia ne Gleed , Sandra Wi enert , Paula Worthington , 
Darlene Smith, Charlotte Williamson , Ma ry Ann Humphrey. 
Row 2: Rena Lee, Chris Wood , Bev Sullivan, Pa t McNulty, 
Ka nani Gomes, Nol a Munz, Kathy Greisen, Becky Johnson, 
The softball team this year did a very good job of 
representing OCE. The team finished the season 
with a 5-2 win-loss record. They defeated George Fox 
twice, Pacific University and University of Oregon. 
They also split two games with Oregon State, OCE 
and OSU winning one game. The beating of OSU 
was a significant game to the girls and to OCE, 
because of the fact that it was the first time OCE has 
beaten OSU in six years. Like the women's track 
team, lots of schools don't have traveling softball 
teams that participate with other schools so the 
competition is limited. 
The pitchers and catchers for the team did very 
good jobs which deserve recognition. The pitchers 
were Rena Lee and Laura Lee Hatcher, and the 
catchers were Linda Byrd and Stephanie Bates. 
., ___ -- -
Laura Lee Hatcher. Row 3: Dorothy Johnson, Colleen Wa lley, 
J ean Rix , Kathy Hellesto, Jan Barnett, coach Carol Brownlow. 
R ow 4: Linda Bird, Dianna Riney, Karen Davis, Lola Bergseng, 
Kay Willi amson . 
Diane Gleed tries for a homer. 
Rena Lee leads off as Sandra Wienert pitches. 
Coach Brownlow 
Several players wait for the ir turn at bat. 
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Row 1: John Hoffert, Vince Couch, Craig Rucker, Tom Evans, 
Jon Johnson. Row 2: Russell Tautfast, Greg Wil bur, Dave 
Lawson, Larry Koenig, Steve Collette, Ed Melhorn. Row 3: 
Rod Jones pitches another no-hit game. 
Coach Joe Caligure, Jim Hosek, Charlie Gardinier , Terry 
Garner, Gary Markley, Rod Jones, Craig Carpenter, Bill Rice, 
Jim Carter, Wade Scott. 
Baseball 
:::------. - --~ - _ -- · • 
Unidentified player tries for a homer. 
Jim Hosek lines one down first base. 






Combine the talents of pitcher Rod Jones, 
catcher Ed Melhorn, third baseman John Hoffert, 
short stop Charlie Gardinier, second baseman Steve 
Collette, and outfielder Terry Garner, not to mention 
the rest of the team, and you come up with one of the 
best baseball teams OCE has had for many years. 
Under the coaching of Joe Caligure, the pack made 
their way to the top to take conference with a 17-6 
win-loss record. The playoff for the district 
championship was held on the OCE field with the 
wolves playing Pacific University. After barely losing 
the first game 1-0, the pack came back on Saturday 
to take district honors by beating the Boxers in a 
double header 1-0 and 5-2. 
After the district playoffs, the team traveled to 
Medford for the Area I baseball playoffs. It was the 
first appearance for the wolfpack. In the first game, 
the wolves met Central Washington State, the 
representative from District 1. The wolves suffered a 
9-0 setback to the wildcats. In the second game, a 
contest would eliminate one team from the playoffs, 
the Wolves defeated the District IV representative, 
Eastern Montana. Then the Wolves kept alive their 
chance for a try at the championship with a win of 
California Western, the loser of the second round 
game with Central Washington. In the championship 
game against the team that defeated them in the 
first round, the Wolves lost a seventh inning lead 
and suffered a 9-7 loss in the championship game. 
Coach Caligure intently watches the game. 







On the All-Conference team, OCE filled exactly 
half of the spots available for the team. Three of the 
choices for the team were unanimous. They were: 
Charlie Gardinier, short stop. The other three choices 
were: John Hoffert , third base; Ed Melhorn, catcher; 
and Terry Garner, outfield. 













Row 1: Laura Lee Hatcher, Penny Klosterman, Geneva Johnson, 
Donna Lierman, Diane Gleed. Row 2 : Polly Melugin, Chris 
Wood, Kathy Greisen, Judy Wahl , Liz Hewitt, Barb Roberts , 
The OCE Women's Track and Field team this 
year fared to do too well, but considering the compe-
tition they were up against, it isn't any wonder. Ac-
tually, not many schools have a regular women's 
track team that participates with other schools, and 
so OCE was limited to compete with Portland State, 
Oregon State, and University of Oregon. The only 
time they competed against any other school was at 
the different invitational track meets. This year, 
OCE was host to the Oregon Collegiate State Track 
Meet where nine different schools participated. OCE 
did fairly well, finishing third in competition. At the 
Seattle Pacific Northwest District Track Meet, they 
didn't do quite as well. Out of ten participating 
schools, OCE finished in sixth place. 
Darlene Smith, Karen Davis, Chris Murdoch , Sandy Williams, 
coach Carol J. Brownlow. 







Darlene Smi th increases her speed on the hurdles. 
/ 
Karen Davis hurls the discus. 
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Track & Field 
R ow 1: Greg All ison , Arnie Powell , Randy Denley, Ron Bucholz, 
Chuck Kimball , Chip Gorrell , Dick Peterson, Vic Casteel, Dan 
Carter. Row 2: Coach Spinas, Dan Davis, Bob Sisk, John Gilles-
pie, Jim Rehberg, Gene McCorkle, Chuck Lunsford, Ron Birch , 
Larry McClousky triple jumps at the meet against Idaho. 
II 
Ron Wilson. R ow 3: Gary Pain ter, Tom Wangler, Dennis Sydow, 
Paul Green, Glenn Syron, Bill Humphries, Jon Lamoreaux, Dave 
Hilterbrand, Gene Pfeifer , Asst. Coach Dave Sturgis . 
The track and field team proved to be one of the 
stronger sports this year . Besides taking honors in 
the Conference, many records were set in which indi-
vidual performers were recognized for their abilities. 
At the conference meet, Gene Pfiefer contributed 19 
points to the winning total of 111 ½ and in the pro-
cess anchored a first-place effort in the 440 relay. He 
also won the 100 and 220 and finished third in the 
pole vault . Arnie Powell supported the scoring with 
wins in the one and three mile runs. All together 
OCE took eight firsts out of a possible 15. Other first 
place finishers included: Chip Gorrell , the javelin; 
Dan Davis, t he long jump; and Jim Rehberg, the 
high hurdles. 
At the District Track Meet, OCE placed third 
behind Lewis and Clark and Southern Oregon. Even 
though the 440-relay team composed of Rehberg, 
Pfiefer, Bill Humphries, and Gary Painter set a new 
school record, of 42.9, it was only good enough for a 
third place finish . 
Chip Gorrell goes over to win the pole vault. 







Bob Sisk improves his form on the high jump. 
The victory in the OCC meet was significant to 
the track team and to OCE. It seemed it had almost 
become traditional for Southern Oregon to win the 
conference title in track until this year. Coach Spi-
nas, upon leading the pack to the 111 ½-104½ confer-
ence victory, was named the track coach of the year. 
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President Leonard Rice 
What are the qualities of a good teacher? This question can only be explored, not an-
swered, for there is no single mold. 
The first quality I suggest for exploration is capacity to give oneself enthusiastically tc 
the task. Some call it "commitment." 
Second is capacity for independence. A good teacher is a competent professional who 
can be trusted to take initiative without directions and make decisions without close super-
v1s10n. 
Third is sensitivity to the people about him and enough concern to care about their 
feelings and needs. He does not insist upon establishing the terms of the human contract 
all by himself. 
Fourth is generosity in dealing with the motivations and actions of others. He is not a 
shallow or foolish person who trusts without discrimination, but he is generous enough and 
courageous enough to take a few risks. 
Fifth is capacity to experience failure without being weakened by it. He is wise enough 
to be aware of limitations, including his own; to know that ideals are sometimes frustrated; 
and to understand that justice cannot always be de-
fined, let alone realized. 
Sixth is personal cultivation. His mind is discip-
lined and informed. His tastes, his language, and his 
life style reflect aesthetic judgment and respect for 
his own unique capacity. 
Seventh is good humor, the kind that will keep 
him from taking himself too seriously, that will 
cause others to enjoy his company, and that will oc-
casionally enable him to laugh even himself out of 
folly. 
Leonard W. Rice 
Deans 






Ellis Stebbins, dean of administration, will end 
forty years of service to our campus June 30. Mr. 
Stebbins, who began his career at OCE in 1928 when 
he filled in for the regular secretary, has since then 
served under seven college presidents and, for a time, 
served as head of OCE himself. 
He has had first-hand evidence of the school's 
growth, having served here while our campus was 
only a two-year school. He has seen its enrollment at 
117 students, during the depression and war years, 
and at 2800 students, during the last year of school. 
Mr. Stebbins service to our school has been ines-
timable and it can truly be said that OCE will never 
quite be the same without him. 
A "pass-fail" grading system was recommended 
by the Faculty Senate which will allow a student to 
take any course outside the general education re-
quirements or the student's declared major on the 
pass-fail basis. The same courses may also be taken 
for the usual letter grade, with the student choosing 
between the two grading systems during the regis-
tration period of each term. After this deadline, a 
student will not be allowed to change from one sys-
tem to another. 
The term "pass" has been stipulated to be equiv-
alent to the letter grade D or better under the cur-
rent system. 
The new system grew out of recommendations by 
the Faculty Senate Pass-Fail Committee, chairmaned 
by Dr. Richard Scott. The committee formulated a 
number of proposals regarding pass-fail grading, 
based on ideas of students, faculty , and administra-
tive personnel at OCE, as well as an investigation of 
systems in other colleges and universities. 
Several "College Planning Exercises" were held 
last fall to give students and faculty the opportunity 
to meet and discuss possible changes in the grading 
system . From a number of proposals discussed at 
these exercises, the Pass-Fail Committee drew up a 
final list to present to the Faculty Senate. 
The pass-fail system has been adopted on a pro-
visional basis for one year, beginning with this year's 
Summer Session. A review of the system will be 
undertaken at the end of the one-year period, with 
any possible extension of the system depending on 
the r esults of that review. 
The Constitutional Review Board was incorpo-
rated into student government several years ago as 
one of the steps in a long haul towards a student 
senate setup. Its purpose was basically to see that 
the constitution of ASOCE was workable and work-
ing. 
This year, the CRB, under the direction of Mari-
lyn McCasland, First Vice-President of the student 
body, undertook the task of completely revamping 
student government through the development of a 
new constitution, which was passed during winter 
term. For the remainder of the year, the CRB served 
to interpret, evaluate, and resolve any questions 
which arose about the new constitution. It instituted 
several mock senate sessions and attempted to help 
student government to adjust to its new role. The 
duties of the CRB under the new constitution have 
been incorporated into the Judicial Board. 
The members of this committee deserve recogni-
tion for their work in giving ASOCE its new consti-
tution. They are: Carolyn Hill, Claudia Morrow, 
Donna Ahern, Dave Newton, Mike Holland, Mike 
Smith, and chairman Marilyn McCasland. 
********* Thirty senior men and women were named to 
Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities 
during fall term. The number chosen for this honor is 
set at 10% of the number in the graduating class and 
the selections are made by a faculty-student commit-
tee. 
This year, twenty women and ten men were cho-
sen to represent OCE in the annual publication. The 
awards were presented to the following students: 
Tracy Barnes, Cathy Boothby, Donna Buck, Carolyn 
Cooke Wade, Doh DeJardin, Andrea DeJong, Hal 
Dyal, Carol Evans, J eanne Fowler, Bertha Kimura, 
Judy Kolb, Kathy Harris Kuffner, Ken Lathen , 
Linda Logan, Patty Benton Mausen, Marilyn Mc-
Casland, Phyllis McIntosh, Bob Opperman, Judith 
Japs Parmley, Dean Pindell , J erry Pratton, Norah 
Davenport Pratton, Judith Salvey, Carl Shinkle, 
LaMont Simmons, Roselyn Studenicka, Larry Sydon, 
Bob Vogel, Lydia White, and Kay Williamson. 
Most of these students were r ecognized in their 
class pictures section. Some can be ident ified in the 
picture below. Apologies are extended to those not 





Wilfred R. Opager Dr. Floyd B. Albin 
Asst. Prof. of Ac- Prof. of Education, 
counting, Asst. Di- - Asst. Dean Faculty 
rector Busn. Aff. 
Wall ace E. Johnson 
Asst. Prof. of Hu-
manities , Publica-
tions Director 
Dr. Burt Y. Kersh 
Prof. of Education, 
Dean of Faculty 
John N. Sparks 
Asst. Prof. of Ac-
counting, Director of 
Busn. Aff. 
David Trapp 
Director of Financial 
Aid 
Ellis A. Stebbins 















Dr. Richard Berg 









Asst. Prof. Social 
Science 
Joseph Caligure 





Instructor of Music 
Dr. Clyde Calvin 




Dr. Ray Broderson 
Assoc. Prof. Phys. 
Science 
Daniel Cannon 
Asst. Prof. Art Ed., 




Asst. Prof. Art Ed. 
Ross Cotroneo 
Asst. Prof. Social 
Science 
Dr. Robert Davis 
Assoc. Prof. Educa-
tion 




Asst. Prof. Art 





Dr. Ernie Cummins 












Dr. Donald Duncan 
Assoc. Prof. Educa-
tion 











Instructor of Art 










Instructor of Music 
Dr. Margaret Hiatt 
Professor of Educa-
tion 
Dr. Ralph Farrow 
Assoc. Prof. Educa-
tion 
Dr. Robert Glasgow 






Martha Hill Frederick Hirsch 
Asst. Professor, Pres- Asst. Prof. Geog-
















Curr. Consult . rn 
Spanish 
Leo Kirk 
Asst. Prof. Art 
Dr. Kenneth Holmes 
Prof. Social Science 
Charles Johnson 












Asst. Prof. Biology 
Ruth Million 
Jnstructor of Music 
Dr. Laurence Lyon 




Dr. Lucille Millsap 
Professor of Educa-
tion 
Dr. Harold Mackey 
Assoc. Prof. Soc. Sci. 
































Asst. Prof. Biology 
Martin Osborne 





Dr. Edgar Smith 
Professor of Music, 
Chairman Music 
Dept. 
Dr. Anton Postl 
Prof. Physical Sci-











Dr. David Wallace 
Assoc. Prof. Music 
Louise E. Krey 
Asst. Prof. of Physi-
cal Education 







Galen B. Nielsen 
Grad. Asst. of Math 
Kenneth Waldroff 
Asst. Professor 
Dr. Paul F. Griffin 
Professor of Geog-
raphy 
Dr. Richard T. 
Scott 
Asst. Prof. of Educa-
tion 
Dr. Kenneth Walker I 
Assoc. Prof. Biology 








Under the direction of Royce Mosgrove, the se-
nior class participated in a variety of events. They 
presented the annual Senior Shindig in March and 
sponsored several dances during the year. With the 
arrival of Spring term and the onslaught of gradua-
tion activities, the Seniors chose their graduation 
announcements and discussed the class gift. 
During the last term, Diane McFadden, t he class 
Vice-President, represented the seniors on Student 
Council because the President was unable to attend 
the meetings because of a schedule conflict. 
Senior Council Officers 
Sgt . at arms Marilyn Rose a nd President Royce Mosgrove 
Vice-President Diane McFadden 
Treasurer Ginna Reiner 
Historian Ka ren Scarborough 
Glenn Ada 
Sec Ed ms M · ucation 
onmouth, Ore. 
Joan Arch 
Sec Ed er R . ucation 
oseburg, Ore. 
John Beal 
Art Ed ey M ucation 
onmouth, Ore. 
Linda Ada 




Monmo th on u , Ore. 
Barbara B I A e 1m 
rt Educaf 
Salem , Ore'.on 
Charles Al Sec Ed exander 
H . ucation 
ayward Cal·fi . ' 1 orma 
Tracy B El a rnes 
Sal:~ EOducation 
Wh ,, re. 
os Who award 
Koby Ann B Elem Ed enson 
Gresh ucation 
am, Ore. 
Ann M -Elem ;~ie Amstad 
Sandy. Oucation 
, re. 
Marcy B El auersfeld 
M em. Education 
onmouth , Ore. 
Dianne Bibi 
E lem Ed e M"l · ucation 
' waukie, Ore. 
Donna A d Elem E/ erson 
Powe~s Oucation , re. 
~hristine Bealey Jc. Education 
onmouth, Ore. 
John Bohla d Sec E n er M · ducation 















Sandy , Ore. 













Ga il Brathovd 
Sec. Education 
Hood River, Ore. 





Falls City, Ore. 
J acqueline Brewer 




Hood River, Ore. 
Susan Clark 
Jr. High Education 
Salem, Ore. 
Class of 68 
Patricia Col 
Elem Ed e 
Beav~r Oucation , re. 
Lynne D · El av1dson 
M!m . Education 
non, Ore. 
Lola Dent 
Elem Ed M · ucation 
onmouth, Ore. 
Senior s 
J ames C 1 Art Ed o e_man 
S I ucat10n 
a em , Ore. 
Karen D · El av1s 
Lak:-Jducation 
swego, Ore. 
Virginia D Elem Ed ouglass 
Bend. 0 ucation 
, re . 
Karen Coll· 
Elem Ed ms 
Mil w~uk _ucation ie, Ore. 
Phil Davis 
~el. Education 
a em, Ore. 
Hal Dyal 
Jr. High E Sandy O ducation 
Who's'wre. ho award 
David Cook 
Elem Ed M · ucation 
onmouth, Ore. 
Judy Day 
Art Educ t· P a IOTT ortland O , re. 
Diana E . 
El nckson em Ed . 
Clatsk ucahon ame, Ore. 
~ennis Cook 
I et Education 
n ependence 0 , re 
Andrea DJ Elem e ong 
Amity E3ucation 
Wh ' , re. 















Monmouth , Ore. 



























Ma rion, Ore. 
Doreen Flint 
Jr. High Education 






Ti llamook, Ore. 
Linda H El azelton em. Ed . 
Portland uOcat10n , re. 
~f rolyn Hill 
em. Educat' 
Brownsville 010n , re. 
Caroly H Elem n earing 
Dall . Education 
as, Ore. 
Fern Hill 
Sec. Ed . Sal ucat10n 
em, Ore. 
Jeannette H Elem Ed uckins 
Drai~ 0 ucation , re. 
Lester He! . 
Sec Ed vie c ·1 ucation ar ton, Ore. 
Ronny Hill 
Sec. Ed . Sal ucat10n 
em, Ore. 
Mary Ann H 
Sec. Educat· umphrey 
M 10n 
onmouth 0 , re. 
Dolores H Sec Ed endricks 
St · uca tion 
ayton , Ore. 
Mina Hise 
Sec. Educ t· Ch a 10n eshire O , re. 
David Jen 
Sec Ed sen M . ucation 
onmouth 0 , re. 
Barbara H . Sec Ed erb1son 
M . ucation 
onmouth, Ore. 
Charles H't 
SecEd iz Alb. ucation 
any, Ore. 
Jerry J S ensen Jc. Education 






Elem. th Ore. Monmou , 
William Karcher 
S Educat10n 
ec. h Ore. Monmout , 
Jo Kimball 
Mary Education 
Elem. I Ore Monmout1, . 
Michael Jesperson 
S Educat10n ec. h Ore Monmout , · 
D vid Keebler 
la Educat10n E em. 
Salem, Ore. 
B tha Kimura 
er d at10n Elem. E uc aii 
Wailuka, Haw rd 
Who's Who awa 
. Johnson 
Col hmeEducation 




b ra Kozak 
Bal r a Education 
E em . h Ore. Monmout , 
Michael Johnson 
Sec. Educat10~e 




Earlyn Kra ft 
Sec Educat10n 
Redmond, Ore. 




Kat YEducation Elem. 
Portland, Ore. 
K1a thleEdu~~lfit 
E em. I Ore 
Monmout 1, . d 
Who's Who awar 
Class of 68 
Doroth L Elem id aFever 
Mon~out~caotion , re. 
Donna Low 
Elem. Edu e . 
Corvall' Ocat10n is, re. 
Diane M E lem EdcFadden 
Red~ond ucOation , re. 
S e niors 
Rosalie La 
Elem. Ed w . 
Silverton uocat1on , re. 
Sharon L 




Sec Ed owan 
Ind. ucat ,on 
ependence 0 , re 
Patricia L Elem Ed eonardini 
Portl~nd uOcation , re. 
Janice Lusk 
~el. Education 
a em, Ore. 
Joyce McK' Elem mney 
Seasid~dOucation , re. 
Patrice L 
Elem Edeupp 
Portl~nd uOcation , re. 
Bud.Lyon 
Jr. High Ed Alsea O ucation , re. 





Coquill JOn Wh , e, Ore 
os Who a~ard 
Leslie Lyo 
E lem ns M · Education 
onmouth, Ore. 
Gary Mat· M . rm 
us1c Educat' 





Monmouth , Ore. 
Who's Who award 
John Misener 
Sec. Education 













Monmouth , Ore. 
Ann Medlock 





Claudi a Morrow 
Elem. Education 









Springfield , Ore. 
Donna Meyer 
Elem. Education 
Blue River, Ore. 
Manya Moles 
Elem. Education 
Salem, Ore . 
Jan Newton 
Elem. Education 
Monmouth , Ore. 
Vicki N. l El 1e sen 
em Educ t· 
Sweet H a wn ome, Ore. 
Philipp S eterson 
ec. Educ f 
Monroe Oa wn , re. 
M1elen Poet 
A em. Educ f 
umsvil le oa !On , re. 
~Ydy Nolan 
em. Educ t · 
Hillsb awn oro, Ore. 
John Stev Art Educ etn Perry 
M awn 
onmouth 0 , re. 
Linda Pon Sec Ed sford 
T . · ucation 
igard, Ore. 
iraldine Oblisk 
em. Educ f 
Cloverdal a010n e, re. 
John Pemb 
Sec Ed er c · ucation 
oos Bay, Ore. 
Henry p 
S orter ec. Ed Cl ucat1on 
overdale 0 ... , re 
Cynthia o Elem Ed sterman 
Sale~ Oucation , re. 
g ene Pfeifer s·r· Studies 
I verton, Ore. 
Jerry Pratto 
Elem. Ed n_ 
Tigard Oucat1on 
Who' , re. s Who awa rd 
Corringa O . 
Elem Ed wen 




ENlorah Prat ton em. Ed . 
Tigard Oucat10n 




Patti Prusak . 
Elem. Educat10n 
Portland, Ore. 
Denn is Rice_ 
S Education ec. Ore Sweet Home, . 
Virginia Rob;soi 




ec. th Ore. Monmou , 
Robert Rice_ 















Gen. Studies re 
Monmouth, 0 . 
Judy Salve)'. 
S Educat10n ec. d O e 
Portla n , r . a rd 
Who's Who aw 
R · er Virgi nia em 
S Education ec. · Ore Coqmlle, · 
Marsha Robertson 
El Educat10n em . h Ore Monmout , · 
Saunders 
~ ,!r~n Education 
Salem, Ore. 
68 Class 




Sec Ed e Th~ D ucation 
W alles o ho's Wh , re. o award 
Kevin Ste 
Sec. Edu wart 
Portland cat10n , Ore. 
Seniors 
Wade Scott 
Sec Edu . M · cat10n 
onmouth, Ore. 
Lamont s· Sec E imons 
S 1. ducation aem o Wh ,, re. 
os Who award 
Sheila Stoick 
E lem . Ed . 
T igard Oucat10n , re. 
Sheila Seeb 
E lem E er 
Hood_Rducation 
iver, Ore. 
r ichael Smith 
Ort Education 
regon City 0 , regon 
Larry s d El yow 
em. Educ r 
Monmout h a01on 
Who's Wh , re. 
0 award 
Dawn S . E l egn n 
Mil : ; ! iucation ie, Ore. 
M . unel Smith 
Elem Ed 
Portl~nd uOcation , re. 
Larry Todd 
Sec. Education 
Monmouth 0 , re. 
LuJ ean Sh 
Elem E aw 
Sale~ Oduca tion , re. 
Nancy Sog 

























Class of 68 
Diane Weaver 



















West Linn, Ore. 
Charlotte Williamson 
Sec. Education 









a em, Ore. 
John Ho Sec Ed ggard 
S 1 · ucation a em, Ore. 
~,:~~ f yckoff 
Hillsb ducat10n 
oro, Ore 
Suza n z t Elem Ed terberg 
St H . 1 ucat10n 
. e ens, Ore. 




Elem Ed ynne 
Portl~nd uOcation , re. 
Lynn Zip . 
Sec Ed pnch 
T. · ucation 
igard, Ore. 
Vonza Th Sec Ed om pson 
Y · ucation oncalla 0 , re. 
J Eoly y oshioka 
em Ed Hanap ucation 
epe, Hawaii 





Sale~ E0ducation , re. 
p Ehlyllis Scott 
em Ed . Mo . ucat10n 




C Peland George O . 
Educat10n 
Sec. H me Ore. Sweet O ' 
· e Fenton 
Loms I Education Specia 
Dallas, Ore. 
. d Alexander Richar . n 
Sec. Educat10 California Crescent City, 
M y Cox . 




E em. Lake, Ore. Summer 
Arbuckle 
Mar:y Education 
Music h Ore. Monmout , 
andy Dawson 
SS c Educat10n 





Who's Who aw 
n Berning 
Rol seanEducation 
E em. I Ore Mt. Ange, · 
Bob DeJardin 
S Educat10n ec. Ore 
Woodburn , . d 
Who's Who awar 
Kathy Geisler 
Educat10n Elem. h Ore. Monmout , 
·d Block 






Gregg I Education 
Jr. Higk1 City Utah Salt La e ' 
Class of 68 
Virginia H . Elem Ed amilton 
Sale~ Oucation 
, re. 
Elizabeth A Art Educ t· nn Hewitt 
H a 10n 
onolulu H .. ' awau 
~;ttl Kimball 
M · ucat10n 
onmouth 0 , re. 
Seniors 
Sararoselth . Elem Ed a Harns 
M · ucat,o onmo th n u , Ore. 
Arthur Ho Gen St d_ggard 
Sal . u ies 
em , Ore. 
Judy Kolb 
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Historian Patti Einerson 
Secreta ry Ruth Muldoon 
Lynn Freshour and his fine staff of Junior class 
officers deserve a great deal of credit for the high 
quality of activities sponsored by the classes. 
Beginning with the class Carnival in the Fall, 
the juniors continually showed creativity and origin-
ality, plus fine workmanship, in presenting their 
money-making projects. The Dry Night Club, pre-
sented as their all school Winter money-raising af-
fair, the juniors initiated a total new concept in this 
traditional class project by staging continuous enter-
tainment throughout the evening. 
The Prom was the highlight of the year and it 
successfully capped the close of the junior-sponsored 
events. 
Because of the ambition and energy of its presi-
dent, Lynn Freshour, the class responded with enthu-
siastic cooperation. Every event planned brought out 
juniors willing to help their class raise money for the 
Prom. When Spring term approached, the juniors had 
raised approximately $1 ,000 for their Prom treasury. 
It will be hard for future classes to follow their lead. 
The juniors were undoubtedly the outstanding 







Vice-President Mike Morgan 
Treasurer Rita Havely 
I 
Calvin Abe - Butler 
Linda Abner- Off campus 
Margaret Alexander- Off campus 
Sally Amstad - Off campus 
Cha rles Arbuckle - Off campus 
Rodney Bach - Off campus 
Janice Barbeau - Off campus 
Jo Ann Bartnik - Off campus 
Wayne Bart nik - Off campus 
Gary Beckley - Off campus 
Lynda Belcher - Off campus 
April Bellingham - Off campus 
Jeannie Becker- Off campus 
Phillip Berg - Maaske 
b avid Bernardi - Arnold Arms 
Ha nnah Bola nd - Off campus 
Diana Bostrup - Off campus 
Kathleen Bowen - Off campus 
Diane Brokenshire - Gentle 
Susan Bronkey - OIT campus 
Alesanne Butzin - Todd 
Bonnie Campbell - Off ca mpus 
;Jerrie Campbell - Off campus 
Cra ig Carpenter - Off campus 
Violet Carruth - Off campus 
Daniel Carter- Maaske 
Gecrgene Cecil - Todd Hall 
Kathryn Cla pp - Off campus 
Ron Clawson - Off campus 
i3andy Cla wson - Off campus 
Patricia Conant - Todd 
Linda Conover - Off campus 
Sandra Cox- Commuter 
Ba rbara Dahl-Todd 
Tracee Dougherty - Off campus 
Byron Darr- Maaske 
Colleen Davis- Off campus 
Dixie Deming-Todd 
Ben Dolp - But ler 
Dan Domenigoni - Butler 
Judy Dra ke - Off campus 
Scott Oyer- Off campus 
J1._1niors 
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Molly Egami- OfT campus 
Patricia Einerson - Off campus 
Marian Ely-Todd 
Gary Estes-Off campus 
J an Faulhaber-Off campus 
Janet Federici - Off campus 
Christine Fern-Off campus 
Jeanne Ferrie-Off campus 
Helga Fischer -Off campus 
Tom Fischer- Off campus 
Rebecca Frasier- Off campus 
Lynn Freshour- Off campus 
Janet Fuller-Off campus 
George Fussell - Off campus 
Betty Jo Gasser - Off campus 
Richard Gatt i-Off campus 
Terri Goertzen - Off campus 
Margaret Greer- Todd 
Catherine Griggs- OCT campus 
Cheryl Ha mes- Todd 
Carmen Hamilton - Gentle 
Sandra Haneberg-Off campus 
Claudia Harmon- Commuter 
Harrison Bryant-Off campus 
Lucille Harthun - Off campus 
Eileen Hartman - Commuter 
Gary Hedeen - Commuter 
Rodney Hevland - Maaske 
Bryson Hill - Off campus 
Elaine Hunting- Off campus 
Helene Jensen - Off campus 
Karen Ann Jensen-Todd 
Karen M. Jensen-Off campus 
Shirley Jensen - Off campus 
Margie Jacobsen- Off campus 
Ma rcy Johnk - OfT campus 
Debbie Johnson - Off campus 
Suzanne Johnson - Commuter 
Bruce Jones- Off campus 
James Jones - Off campus 
Mary Juenemann - Off campus 
Susan Keefe -Off campus 
Juniors 
Patricia Kileen - Off campus 
Robert Keller- Off campus 
Kathleen Kimoto - Off campus 
Christine King- Off campus 
John Knapp- Butler 
Pat Knowles- Off campus 
Joyce Kononen - Arby 
Jean Krause - Off campus 
Wil liam Krebs- Commuter 
Linda Kunzman - Off campus 
Jon Lamoreaux - Maaske 
Linda Landis - Todd 
Sue Lavier-OfT campus 
Curt Lawrence-Off campus 
Louise Lee- Off campus 
Susan Leegard - Todd 
Beverly Leeson- Off campus 
David Leonard - Off campus 
Bob Level - Off campus 
Donna Liennan - Gentle 
Chris tine Luehring - Off campus 
Dale Luffman - Arnold Arms 
Kathy Lund - Todd 
Chuck Malpass - Off campus 
Nancy Mangers- Arby 
Shirley Martin - Todd 
Marion Mason - Off campus 
Cheryl Massey - Off campus 
Karen Mathis- Off campus 
Kathi May - Commuter 
J acky McCaleb - Off campus 
Eileen McConnel - Todd 
William McCreery - Off campus 
Marea McDermeit- Commuter 
Sandra McMil I ian - Off campus 
Molly McNeil - Off campus 
Lynne Meyer - Todd 
Dan Mecklem - Offcampus 
Polly Melugin - Off campus 
Maryann Michael - Off campus 
Lynda Mikkelson - Off campus 




Louis Moore- Off campus 
Ruth Muldoon - Todd 
Carl Naas-Off campus 
Robert Nicholas - Commu t,,r 
Janice Newton - Arby 
Barbara Noyes-Off campus 
Linda Neigebauer - Off campus 
Beth Nyquist-Off campus 
J ulie Odom - Off campus 
Breta Ohman - Arby 
Bob Olsen - Maaske 
Ben Olson-Off campus 
Brian Olson- Off campus 
Christine Olsen - Todd 
Millicent Olson - Off campus 
Terra lee Page - Off campus 
Dorothy Parker-Off campus 
Dennis Peterson- Commuter 
Jo Peterson - Off campus 
Daron Phay - Off campus 
Diane Plath - Off campus 
Steve Pomeroy - Off campus 
James Port,,r-Off campus 
Pamela Povey - Commuter 
Dan Putnam - Off campus 
Ginger Rands - Off campus 
Jim Rehberg - Off campus 
Bonnie Reis-Off campus 
Robert Richa rds - Maaske 
Chris Richardson - Off campus 
Linda Rose - Off campus 
Nancy Ross- Todd 
Joanne Ru fener- Off campus 
Carel Rupprecht- Gentle 
F'ra nces Sadow - Off campus 
Dana Samples- Butler 
Larry Samples - Off campus 
David Saunders - Arnold Arms 
Jane Schilling-Commuter 
Peggy Seuell - Off campus 
Pat Sharman- Arby 
Class of 69 
Juniors 
Elizabeth Simons - Comrn uler 
Karen Skyberg - Commuter 
Harold Smalley - Off campus 
Carol Smith - OIT campu s 
Harold Smith - OIT campus 
Jennifer Smith - Off campus 
Jere South-Off campus 
Patty Spencer - Off campus 
Mary Stallings-OIT campus 
Neal Stimer - Commuter 
Tom Stoller - Butler 
Sarah Strait - Arbulhnot 
Marion Suehisa - OfT campus 
Steve Summers - Off campu s 
Marie Susbauer - Todd 
Nancy Swayze - OfTcampus 
Sheri Syverson - Off campus 
Pat Tate - OIT campus 
Suzanne Taylor - Off campus 
Jim Thompson - Off campus 
Joan Thorp - Off campus 
Gary Tichenor - Maaske 
Bonnie Tribeau - Gentle 
Luanna Utley - Arbuthnot 
Donna Williams - Arbuthnot 
Coll een Wa ll ey - Off campus 
Linda Ward - OITcampus 
Barbara Wellman - Todd 
Jim White- Maaske 
Robert Wienert - Butler 
Greg Wilbur - M aaske 
Byron Wil so n- Off campus 
Rose Mary Wilson - Gentle 
Mary Wise - Todd 
Susan Wiseman - Off ca mpus 
Robert Wittman - Off campus 
Barbara Wood - Todd 
Carol Zakus-OIT campus 
Roger Zumwalt-Arnold Arms 
Jane Ziegler-OITcampus 
Milton Aleshire - Off campus 
Candy Bach-OIT campus 
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Vicki Bradshaw - Off campus 
Patricia Cook - Off campus 
Linda Courtain - Off campus 
Peggy Cummings - Off campus 
Marcy Dow - Off campu s 
Stan Emmert - Off ca mpus 
Phil Galvin - Off campu s 
Barb Gidley - Off cam pus 
Pat Goebel - Off campus 
Rita Havely - Off campus 
Joanne Hendrickson - Off campus 
Francis Sato-Arby 
Pres ident Herman Miles 
Treasurer Cheryl Spicer 
The sophomore class sponsored a couple of 
dances this year. 
Vice-President Tom Endersby 
Historian Lorna McQueary 
Secretary Kathy LoPiparo (Not pictured). 
Sgt. at arms Bill Elliott 
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J ames Abbolt- Maaske 
Donna Ahern- Todd 
Leann Albertson- Todd 
Gregg Allison-OfTcampus 
Les Alluisi- Butler 
Jim Ammon-Off campus 
\Vendy Appelgren-Commu ter 
Allen Atchley - Butler 
Kathie Axtel l- Arbuthnot 
Glen n Baird - Maaske 
Patricia Baker- Arbutl 1not 
Greg Ball - Maaske 
Phyllis Barker-Cottage 
Sue Bartelt- Gentle 
Linda Beers-Off campus 
Dorothy Bennett - Gentle 
Marilyn BerndL -Off campus 
Carol Belich- Todd 
Raymond Beverly - Maaske 
Michael Bober- OfTcampus 
Carol Borisch - Todd 
Yvonne Borton - Off campus 
Linda Bristol - Off campus 
Elizabeth Buckleai r - Arby 
Jerome Buckm icr- Arnold Arms 
George Cashdollar - Off campus 
Arthur Catherwood- Butler 
Mary Christensen - Gentle 
Teresa Christensen - Todd 
Linda Clement - Arby 
Ruth Cole- OIT campus 
Linda Coll ins- A rby 
Gayle Collum - OfT ca mpus 
Randy Collver - Maaskc 
Patricia Colson - OfT campus 
Chris Conklin - OfTcampus 
Janet Cozad - Todd 
Virginia Cranston - Tcxld 
Guy Crapper- Butler 
Patricia Curyea - Cottage 
Allen Danforth - OIT campus 
Jerry Darling- Commuter 
Sophomores 
Jim Denker - Off campus 
Gary Dennerline - Commuter 
Rosalie Dennis - Gent le 
Philip Derby - Butler 
Gayle DeYoung- Todd 
Jim Dicks- Off campus 
Carol Dixon - Off campus 
Connie Dcx.ige-Commutcr 
Sandra Dodson - Gentle 
Jean Earl - Off campus 
Alla n Earle - Butler 
Mary Eitzenhoefer - Cottage 
Elaine Elfeldt - Arbuthnot 
David Emmons- Butl er 
Tom Endersby - Butler 
Kathy English - Cottage 
Joanne Etling - Off campu s 
Marilyn Farren- Off campus 
Bonnie Fish - Off campus 
Vickie Forney- Off campus 
Linda Fotta- Cottage 
Douglas Franz- Butler 
Glenda French - Todd 
Fred Fruhwirth - Off campus 
Mary J o Fujii - Todd 
Susan Fujiiya ma - Todd 
Steve Gardner - Off campus 
Sheryl Gerke - Gentle 
Bev Gerking- Arbuthnot 
Cathie Gibbons - Off campus 
Paul Gravett - Butler 
Janine Goldstaub - Off campus 
Carolann Gomes - Todd 
Jim Gross - Off campus 
Robert Gruchella - Commu ter 
Nancy Guffey - Todd 
Dan Ha ndegard - Off campus 
Carol Hanson - Gentle 
David Hanzlik - Maaske 
Sally Hartless - Gentle 
Laurilee Hatcher - Gentle 
Suzanne Hediger - Off campus 
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Susan Kay Helikson - Todd 
Kathy Hellesto-Arbuthnot 
Richard Helvie- Maaske 
Carol Ann Henderson - Arby 
Marla Henriksen - Todd 
Kathy Hiatt- Gentle 
Kye Hillig-Maaske 
Phyllis Himmel - Arby 
Nancy Holmlund - Todd 
Douglas Hoppe - Maaske 
Kathy Hornbeck - Gentle 
Mary Hostetler - Gentle 
Linda House - Gentle 
Cheryl Huston - Commuter 
Elaine lliff- Offcampus 
Patricia Jackson- Off campus 
Sharon Jackson - Todd 
Steve Jacobson- Butler 
Melva Johnson - Off campus 
Linda Johnston - Off campus 
Eunice Huckins- Off campus 
David Jones - Maaske 
Michael Keckler - Maaske 
Janice Kellogg - Gentle 
Martin Krueger - Butler 
Paul Kuhns- Butler 
Bob Landwehr- Butler 
David Larson - Maaske 
Charlene Lathrom-Commuter 
Rod Leland - Maaske 
Vicki LeMaster - OfT campus 
Janice Lemley - Gentle 
Susan Locke - Arbuthnot 
Kathi LoPiparo - Off campus 
Donna Limbaugh - Off campus 
Don Madsen - Off campus 
Claudia Marcus - Off ca mpus 
Larry Martin - Off campus 
Mary Martin-Gentle 
Lynn Masten - Off campus 
Robin McCormack - Off campus 
Kathleen McCoy - Gentle 
Class of 70 
Sophomores 
, I ..... 
... ... . . 
Pat McCrae-Off campus 
Kenneth McGhie-Butler 
Eileen McGowan-Off campus 
Nora McKay - Todd 
J aney McKean-Todd 
Georgia McLeod - Off campus 
Lorna McQueary-Off campus 
Martha Mead - Todd 
Larry Meier-Maaske 
Linda Mecum-Off campus 
Connie Meyer - Todd 
Gayna Meyers - Todd 
Herman Miles -Off campus 
Cheryle Miller - Off campus 
Jana Miller- Todd 
Carla Moch-Off campus 
Martha Montgomery - Todd 
Genevieve Moore - Todd 
Susan Moore - Off campus 
Diane Morrison - Gentle 
Ma ri lyn Morrison-Todd 
John Mueller- Off campus 
M arsha M uller - Off campus 
Clement Mullin - Maaske 
Carol Neether - Gentle 
Dawn Nelson - Off campus 
Donna Nelson - Gentle 
Sharon Nogami - Todd 
Steve Nousen - Butler 
Linda O'Brien - Off campus 
Michael Ohara - Off campus 
Kay Olson-Gentle 
Suzanne Orahood - Off campus 
Jennifer Osborne- Gentle 
Beryl Ota-Off campus 
Duane Overholser-Commuter 
Sandra Owens - Off campus 
Ted Paay - Off campus 
Cheri Papini - Off campus 
Sandra Parks-Todd 
Carol Paschall - Off campus 
Kathe Patterson - Arbuthnot 
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Linda Paulman-Cottage 
J ohn Pekman - Maaske 
Cheryl Peters - Arbuthnot 
Janice Petersen - Off campus 
Mary Pettengil l - Gentle 
Marilyn Pfau - Commuter 
David Pfenning - Off campus 
Karen Phay - OfT campus 
Jerry Phelps - OfT campus 
Patti Phillips- OfT ca mpu s 
Patti Pierce - Todd 
Bill Pickerel - Butler 
Pam Pillette - Arbuthnot 
Alicia Plowman - Todd 
Camella Price - OfT campus 
Charlotte Price - Todd 
Ruth Pulley - OfTcampus 
Linda Quick - OfT campus 
Gay Randall - OfT campus 
J a n Reed - Gentle 
Margaret Reed - Off campus 
Lynda Reiman - Gentle 
Sharon Reynolds- Off campus 
Anne Richardson - Off campus 
Charlotte Rieder - OfT campus 
Sherry Ril ey - OfT campus 
William Rose - Butler 
Betty Ross - Cottage 
Don Ross - Butler 
Nancy Rainey - Arbuthnot 
Elizabeth Ruef - Cottage 
Ruth Saunders-Todd 
Marilyn Savage-Off campus 
Dia na Schiller-Todd 
Janet Smith-Todd 
Theodore Seeber-Butler 
Kathleen Seeley - Cottage 
Nancy Semas - Gentle 
Carolyn Shell hart - Off campus 
Kathy Shepherd - Off ca mpus 
Sharon Siegelbaum - Gentle 
Sharon Silva-Off ca mpus 
Sophomores 
Darlene Smith - Todd 
Michael Smith - Butler 
Charles Sohn - Butler 
Sandra Solomon -OfT campus 
Sharon Solomon - OfT campus 
Virginia Sondenaa - Off campus 
Wilbur Starr-Off campus 
Kathryn Stearns - Todd 
Margie Steers- Todd 
Glenda Stender -Off campus 
J ohn Stilwell - Maaske 
Jan Stovall - Arbuthnot 
Jeanette Strode - Gentle 
George Strohmeyer- Off campus 
Jerry Strom - Off campus 
Sharon Sullivan - Gentle 
Mary Summers - Off campus 
Gregory Tate - Off campus 
Pat Taylor - Todd 
Virginia Taylor- Arbuthnot 
Shari Tinner - Todd 
Mike Toffi emire- Arnold Arms 
Bill ie Toliver - Todd 
Ramona Tracy-Off campus 
Sandra Traxler-Off campus 
Donna Tresidder- Commuter 
Angela Trick - Off campus 
Roger Tuers - Butler 
Eugene Uegawa - Offcampus 
Marion Urso- Off campus 
Steve VanDerhoef- Butler 
Christine Vawter- Off campus 
Sha rlene Viela - Off campus 
\Varren Villa - Butler 
Jeannette Villwock - Arbuthnot 
Ga ry Waldon - Off campus 
Carol Wentworth - Gentle 
Helen White - Off campus 
John White- Off campus 
Rebecca Wilkison - Off campus 
Donna Wilson - Arbuthnot 
Kathy Winklemann - Gentle 
23 1 
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Sandra Winstone- Off campus 
Jeanne Wirfs -Off campus 
Judy Wirrick - Off campus 
Terry Wood - Gentle 
J a nice Wyffels - Arbuthnot 
Bob Zeigler - Off campus 
Beverly Bailey - Arby 
Jan Barnett - Off campus 
Luanne Bousman - Off campu s 
Susan Brown - Off campus 
Cathy Carver - Arby 
Kay Cheney - Arby 
Donna Cox - Off campus 
Sue Deppe - Off campus 
Janet Dietrichs-Arby 
Charlene Edwards-Arby 
LeAnn Eklund - Off campus 
Linda Elkins-Off campus 
Bill Elliott - Off campus 
Liz El lis - Arby 
Katrina Flint - Off campus 
Pa t Glancy - Arby 
Barbara Hane - Off campus 
Arlene Heitzler - Off campus 
Joyce Hering - Off campus 
Barbara Holt - Off campus 
Janice McKnight - Off campus 
Pam Mehlhoff- Arby 
Peggy Neilson - Arby 
Gwen Pariseau-Arby 
Cheryl Spicer - Arby 
Pam Sumner-Gentle 
Linda Wanless-Arby 
Willet ta Williams -Arby 
Class of 70 
Getting off on the wrong foot when three of their 
officers were forced to resign because of low grade 
points, the freshmen picked a new slate to replace 
the old and went on to sponsor successful candy sales 
and dances. 
The class council was asked to try, on an experi-
mental basis, a student senate which would include 
representatives from each of the living groups. The 
Student Council made the request because the stu-
dent government change over they were going to 
work on included a student senate. 
Dave Penney, elected at the beginning of Fall 
term as class President, got the ball rolling by writ-
ing a class constitution that included a student sen-
ate. His hard work in organizing the structure of the 
constitution probably helped account for his failure 
to maintain a "responsible" grade point. 
Sgt. at arms Mike Muldoon and Vice-President Marlie 
Russell 
Why not give freshman officers the benefit of the 
doubt? Why take their class positions away from 
them because they fail , during their first term at 
school, to maintain a 2.0. Upper class officers are al-
lowed to go on pro and still maintain their offices. 
Keep the requirements for the office uniform. Either 
take away all offices from those that fail to maintain 




President Dan Cornthwaite 
Secretary Sheryn Bethell , Treasurer Donna Herigstad, and Histo-
rian Barbara Waters. 
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Judy Abraham - Gentle 
Katherine Agard - Off campus 
Teresa Aho - Todd 
Joyce Akiyama - Off ca mpus 
Janet Alderson - Off campus 
Dave Alrick - Butler 
Adrienne Anderson - Off ca mpus 
Anne Anderson - Todd 
Jeanette Anderson - Gentle 
Ted Anderson - Commuter 
Susan Arbuckle - Todd 
Dia ne Arnold - Gentle 
Rosemary Arterburn - Arby 
Carla Arthur - Off campus 
Linda Bak - Arbuthnot 
Terry Balcom - Todd 
Isabelle Balfe - Off campu s 
Molly Ba rbour - Todd 
Sheryl Barnwell - Gentle 
Laura Bates- Todd 
Scott Bates - Maaske 
Stephanie Bates - Todd 
Bill Baumgartner- Butl er 
Gail Bennett - Gentl e 
Marv Bennett - Butler 
Jerry Benson- Butler 
Marilyn Berger-Commuter 
Stephen Bergman -Commu ter 
J ackie Berkby-Arbuthnot 
Sheryn Bethell - Todd 
Elizabeth Biasca- Todd 
Susan Bjerke - Arbuthnot 
Li nda Black - Todd 
Linda Bla ke - Gentle 
Ruth Blake - Todd 
Carol Bloch - Gentle 
Will ia m Bollma n - Maas ke 
Susa n Bond - Todd 
Linda Bornstedt - Todd 
Dan Borntrager- Offcampus 
Wendy Bouchard - Todd 
Joanne Boynton - Todd 
Freshmen 
Louise Bradford-Todd 
Joyce Brady - Todd 
Sharry Breithaupt - Cottage 
Marilyn Brenden - Gentle 
David Brock - Maaske 
Lynn Brocks - Todd 
Dennis Brown - Maaske 
Jerry Brown-Butler 
Michael Brown - Commuter 
Steven Brown- Maaske 
Terri Bundrant- Todd 
Ronald Burch - Bu tier 
Ken Burdette-Butler 
Daniel Burns-Arnold Arms 
Douglas Burres- Butler 
Annette Busboom - Off campus 
Nancy Bushman - Todd 
Susan Butcher - Arbuthnot 
Joanne Butler - Off campus 
Linda Byerley - Gentle 
Loretta Byrd - Todd 
Scott Campbell - Maaske 
Ken Casteel - Maaske 
Ginger Casto-Todd 
Donna Chamberlin - Gentle 
Barbara Chapin - Cottage 
Margi Charles - Todd 
Linda Chilcote - Off campus 
Kristy Clark - Arbuthnot 
Joan Clinton - Gentle 
Sherry Colson - Cottage 
Dixie Cook - Gentle 
Karen Cooper - Commuter 
Fred Copeland - Butler 
Dan Cornthwaite - Commuter 
Greg Cotton - Maaske 
Michael Cranston - Maaske 
J acklyn Cribbs - Todd 
Bonnie Crowel l - Arbuthnot 
Sharon Crowley - Arbuthnot 




Diane Da rling - Cottage 
Gayle Davidson - Gentle 
Grace Davis - Off campus 
Karen Davis - OfTcampus 
Kathryn Dean - Off ca mpus 
Nancy Dean - Off campus 
Lynn DeGuire - Commu ter 
Frank Diarmit - Commuter 
Debbie Dillon - Todd 
Roberta Donnell - Todd 
Shirley Dougall - Todd 
Renee Douglas - Gentle 
Verda Douglas - Gentle 
Ann Doving - Todd 
Elizabeth Dra ke - Cottage 
Diane Duda - Arbuthnot 
Carol Dudonis - Offcampus 
Patricia Eich - Gentl e 
John Ekelund - Butler 
John Engelien - Butl er 
Ken Embree - But ler 
Penny Emily - Off campus 
Paul Errico - Maaske 
Vicki Ettner - Todd 
Joyce Euken - Arbuthnot 
Kathy Farrens - Todd 
Arthur Faulhaber - Off campus 
Linda Faulhaber - Arbuthnot 
Charlene Fetsch - Arbuthnot 
Linda Fink - Todd 
Terry Forster - Gentle 
Elaine Foster - Todd 
Raymond Foster - Maaske 
Linda Francis - Off campus 
David Fraser - Butler 
Lynn Fredrickson - Bu tier 
Carol Freel - Arbuthnot 
Charlene Freitag - Off campus 
Sandra Friberg - Gentle 
Joanne Frizzell - Gentl e 
Les! ie Garrison - Todd 
Pamela Gentry - Off campus 
Class of 71 
Freshmen 
Peggy Gettman - Cottage 
Marilynn Gholston - Gentle 
Ma rilyn Gibbons- GIT campus 
Lynda GolT- Todd 
Esta Goin - Todd 
Gary Goodell - Arnold Arms 
Phil Gordon -OITcampus 
Nancy Gray-Arbuthnot 
Kathy Greisen- Todd 
Jinny Griflin-OITcampus 
Jeannette Griswold - Todd 
Dan Guyll - Butler 
Karen Hafner-Commuter 
Katharine Hal lowell - Todd 
Brenda Hamlin -Todd 
J ack Hammer - Butler 
Valorie Hammett - Gentle 
Marsha Hancock - Todd 
Kris Hanson-Gentle 
Toni Hardin - Gentle 
Mike Harris - Butler 
Richard Harris - Butler 
Carol Hathaway - Arbuthnot 
Janice Hathaway-Arbuthnot 
Peter Hazapis- Maaske 
Marcia Hellbusch- Arbuthnot 
Mary Heller-Gentle 
Terrye Henderson - Arbuthnot 
Pamela Henderscn - Todd 
Marilee Hess- Arbu thnot 
Carol Hesselmen-Gentle 
Richard Hevener- Butler 
Anne Hewitt - Arbuthnot 
Maurice Hickman - Off campus 
DeMaris Hollman - Cottage 
Joe Holscnback- Butler 
Da le Hostetler - Maaske 
Sue Howell - Gentle 
Lyle Huff- Butler 
Hollis Hyland - Todd 
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Judy Jackson - Todd 
Lynne J ackson-Gentle 
Peggy J acobsen - Arbuthnot 
Louise James- Arbuthnot 
Madelon J ohns - Todd 
Ma rcia Johnsen - Tocld 
Barbara Johnson-Gentle 
Francis Johnson- Commuter 
Rebecca Johnson- Off campus 
Pam Johnston-Off campus 
Betty J ones-Cottage 
Reid Jones- Maaske 
Alana Jorgusen- Arbuthnot 
Kathy Kahr-Todd 
Steve Kaufman - Maaske 
Elaine Kendall - Gentle 
Berneice Kennel-Off campus 
Phillip Kidby-Maaske 
Barbara Kimbal l - Arbuthnot 
Ken Kindred - Butler 
Coleen Kirk.hart - Gentle 
Lee Klein- Butler 
Diane Kliever - Todd 
Penny Kloste rman - OIT campus 
Linda Kramer- Gentle 
Monica Lackner- Todd 
Danny Laney- Arnold Arms 
Barbie Lapham-Gentle 
Kathy LaRouche - Arbuthnot 
Penny Larsen - Off campus 
Jesse Laub- Butler 
Patty La uber -Todd 
Jeanine Laughlin - Arbuthnot 
Fred Lawson - Off campus 
Ma ry Lee- Todd 
'l'risha Leonard - Gentle 
Jeri Lewis- Off campus 
Susan Lewis - Arbuthnot 
Mary Lien - Gentle 
Alan Liesinger- Butler 
Andrea Lightle-Gentle 
Susan Lowden - Off campus 
Freshmen 
Judy Lowrie - Arbuthnot 
Linda Lukes - Arbuthnot 
Judy Lund - Commuter 
Russel Lutz-Buller 
Diana Maas - Gentle 
Marie Mack - Commuter 
Joan Mackenzie-Arbuthnot 
Wil letta Mal one - Todd 
Pattie Maloney-Todd 
Kathleen Ma rx-Arbuthnot 
Lila Matheson - Gentle 
Barry Matthe\vs - OfT campus 
Deniece Matthews- Arbuthnot 
Darrell Mayers - Butler 
Jackie McCleary- Off campus 
Larry McCloskey - Maaske 
Gene McCorkle - Buller 
Phyllis McCoy - Gentle 
Michael McEachern - Bullcr 
Patricia McKinzey- Todd 
Dena McNeel - Arbuthnot 
Patricia McNulty- Gentle 
Joan Meudenha ll - Gentle 
Barbara Meyer - Gentle 
Ma r ie Metsker - Todd 
Scott Miles - Butl er 
Rcyce Mill er - Butl er 
Evelyn Mi lliken - Arbuthnot 
Jerry Mohr - Butler 
Doyleen Moore-Arbuthnot 
Jennifer Moore - Gentle 
Linda Moore- Todd 
Sharon Morehead - Todd 
Kurt Morris-Arnold Arms 
Roderick Mosman - Arnold Arms 
Mike Muldoon - Maaske 
Chris Murdoch - Todd 
Ren Murphy - Off campus 
Fay Nakayama - Todd 
Zona Nebrija - Offcampus 
Mered ith Nelson-Off campus 
Joan Nik.las - Gentle 
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Gary Nice- Commuter 
Sally Nims-Todd 
Anne Norwood- Gentle 
Janice Noyes- OfT campus 
J eanne Oades - Gentle 
Kathr ine Oakes - Off campus 
Ellen Ochs- Arbuthnot 
N ikki Omans-Gentle 
Debrah Oglesby - Arbu thnot 
Dennis Oster- OfT campus 
Dixie Overholser- Commuter 
Sandra Owen - Off campus 
Brad Owens-Butler 
Gary Pa inter- Off campus 
Terry Pa lzinski- Arbuthnot 
Suzan Paris - Todd 
Gwen Pariseau - Arbuthnot 
Ilene Pascha ll - Off campus 
David Penney - Butler 
Art Perez-Maaske 
Chris Peterson - Todd 
Richard Peterson - Bu tier 
Donna Petrak- Arbuthnot 
Chip Phelps- Maaske 
Ma ry Ellen Pine- Cottage 
Kristi Powelson- Arbuthnot 
Catherine Pribyl - Todd 
Kei th Price - Butler 
Patsy Price - Arbuthnot 
Patty Province- Off campus 
J oyce Purcell - Todd 
Robin Przybil la - Off campus 
Phyllis Ra ins - Gentle 
Christopher Rainey - Butler 
Lycinda Rathman- Off campus 
Diane Ray - Gentle 
Patricia Reimer - OfT campus 
Marlys Reppe- Cottage 
Sue Reynolds - Arbuthnot 
Tim Richardson - Arnold Arms 
Betty Ritzheimer - Arbuthnot 
Jean Rix-Gentle 
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Craig Ruecker- Butler 
Marlie Russel 1-A rbu th not 
Kathy Ryals-Todd 
Susan Saito-Todd 
Steve Sanders - Butler 
Janeth Sassaman - Todd 
David Schafer - Maaske 
Kris Scharinghauscn-Cottage 
Marilyn Schmidgall-Gentle 
JoAnne Schneider- Off campus 
Shirley Schoonhoven - Gentle 
Connie Schott- Todd 
Phil Schroeder - Butler 
Ruth Schwietert-Genlle 
Delayne Scranton - OfT campus 
Kathe Seabold - Arbuthnot 
J ohn Shackleford - Butler 
Maureen Shaw - Todd 
Andy Sheldon - Maaske 
F'ranz Shindler - Butler 
Bill Shogren - Butler 
Judith Smith-Todd 
Gary Silver- Butler 
David Skoubo- Butler 
Judy Sloan -Todd 
Pam Slyter - Todd 
Lelalia Smith - Todd 
Margaret Smith - Arbuthnot 
Nancy Smith - Arbuthnot 
Linda Soczek- Arbuthnot 
Joan Saults - Arbuthnot 
Bill Spencer - Maaske 
Joan Sprauer- Todd 
Diana St. Clair- Todd 
Norma Steckley- Todd 
Gloria Steward - Cott.age 
Janice Stewart- Todd 
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Linda Stewart - Commuter 
Cynthia Stinson - Todd 
Beverly Sul liva n - Todd 
Judy Swindle - Gentle 
Louis Takacs - Maaske 
Roy Ta ll ey - Maas ke 
Linda Tamura - Gentle 
Velma Tatom - Todd 
Ginger Taylor - Arbuthnot 
John Taylor-Arnold Arms 
Cynthia Texeira - Todd 
Kathleen Thomas- Arbuthnot 
Judith Thompson - Arbuth not 
Lynn Thornburgh - Gen tl e 
Bob Thornton - Comm uter 
Maryann Thornton - Todd 
Patrick Thornton - Butler 
Alan Tiedeman - Maaske 
Mary Kay Todd - Todd 
Kathy Tooley - Off campus 
Steven Townsend - Butl er 
Kina Trusky - Off campus 
Bonnie Tufts - Todd 
Jim Turnbull - Butl er 
Kathleen Ulrich - Arbuthnot 
Clinton Vallie - Maaske 
Melvin Vanderzanden - Butler 
Mildred Vinson - Off cam pu s 
Vicki Virtue- Todd 
Linda Vogt - Gentle 
Sharon Vredenburg - Arbuthnot 
Nancy Wah lstrom - Gentle 
Beth Walberg- Cottage 
Edward Walker - Maaske 
Tom Walrod - Off campus 
Sheryl Walz - Off campus 
Tom Wangler - Butl er 
Gary Warren- Bu tl er 
Barbara Waters - Todd 
J a net Watkins - Todd 
Sal ly Waugh - Todd 
Linda Weatherly - Gentle 
Fresh1nen 
Joyce Weigel - Todd 
Jerry Weinstien - Bu t ler 
Jan Wel lington -Cottage 
Kathleen Wellman - Todd 
Tim Wheeler - Maaske 
Cathie Wiese-Arbuthnot 
Sara Wiley - Gentl e 
Bonnie Wilbur-Off campus 
Michael Wilkinson - Maaske 
Roger Wi ll iamson - Butler 
Richard Willmschen-Maaske 
Linda Wilson - Todd 
Mark Wi nes- Maaske 
Robert Wi thycornbe -Commuter 
Nancy Woodward- Arbuthnot 
Amy Yamagata-Off campus 
Marlene Yamamoto - Arbuthnot 
Mary Lynn Yeager - Arbuthnot 
Arl ene Yodcr - GcnUe 
Frances Zandol - Off campus 
Dave Zinck - Butler 
Caroline Zorn - Gentle 
Joan Zurcher - Todd 
Janet Alford - Gentle 
Diane A ndrcscn - Arbuthnot 
Gloria Audra in - Arbuthnot 
J ennifer Beaver - Arbuthnot 
Ga ry Bl ack - Off campus 
Shara Boohcr - Corn muler 
Kathl een Burden - Arhuthnot 
Susa n C headl e - Arbuthno t 
Jea n Dunca n - Arbuthnot 
Helen Eaton - Commuter 
Nina Evans-Arbuthnot 
Sandy Field-Arbuthnot 
Cheryl Forster -Commuter 
Elaine Franson-Arbuthnot 
J a nis Glennie - Arbuthnot 
Robert Harper - Butler 
Mi ke Hascal l - Off campus 
Donna Herigstad - Arbuthnot 
Kathy Hines - Arbuthnot 
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Jennifer Hodsdon - Commuter 
Diana Hubbs - OfT campus 
Cheryl Hun tington - Arbuthnot 
Marilyn JefTries - Arbuthnot 
Dolores Jobe- Arbuthnot 
Janice Kainuma - Arbuthnot 
Diane Macnab-Arbuthnot 
Linda Marsh - Arbuthnot 
Bernice Matthews - Arbuthnot 
Linda McFarli n- Arbuthnot 
Kathy Nogowski - Arbuthnot 
Cheryl Perkins- Arbuthnot 
Phyllis Pillette - Arbuthnot 
Beverly Puckett - Arbuthnot 
June Quackenbush - Todd 
Joene Rabuck - Arbuthnot 
Linda Rice- Arbuthnot 
Terry Rundall - Arbuthnot 
Karen Savage - Arbuthnot 
Anita Shepp- Arbuthnot 
Ma rilyn Sherwood - Arbuthnot 
Cheryl Smith - Arbuthnot 
Yvonne Stace -Arbuthnot 
Joanna Statzer - Arbuthnot 
Ann Tippetts - Arbuthnot 
Teresa Van Riper-Arbuthnot 
Paula Walker-Arbuthnot 
Barbara Ward-Arbuthnot 
Chris Weidner- Arbuthnot 
Jea nney Welk - Arbuthnot 
Merilyn Wh ite- Arbuthnot 
Rena Wolf- Arb,,thnot 
Class of 71 

The Review has come to an end. The pictures 
that help retell the story of OCE 1968 have been 
seen. Some have stirred the flame of memory into a 
new blaze. One can relive his participation in an 
event anew through the thoughts one encounters 
while gazing through this book. It is our hope that 
we have recaptured your year and all its memories 
for you. 
Looking back, one will remember the people that 
played an important part in his education, his activi-
ties and his leisure. One may also recall special 
times like the dances, the plays, or the athletic con-
tests that OCE fared so well in. In years to come, we 
hope that this book will retain the magic that we 
hope exists within it now for you. 
The OCE Hymn 
Live OCE in majesty and might, 
Thou hast emerged in splendor from thy nigh t . 
Past storm and st rife, thou dost in t riumph reign ; 
And proudly fl oats our banner free, free from stai n . 
Noble and strong, thy sons a nd daughters a re; 
All walks of life have fe lt thy fervent power. 
Thy record casts a radiance o'er thy name, 
A lasting tribute to thy a im, thy worthy aim. 
Beloved school , we pray thou e'er may stand 
To guide aright our earnest teacher band; 
That Oregon may see her futu re youth 
Imbued with wisdom and with truth, eternal t ru t h. 
The yearbook has been a big task, enjoyable a nd 
very worthwhile, but nevertheless a big task. And 
with this task of recapturing your year, OCE 1968, 
has come much hard work. Many people have helped 
research this work and recapture this year. To all of 
them I am extremely grateful. But special thanks 
must be given to a few, who gave of their t ime above 
and beyond the call of duty . 
Jan Sassaman and Dan Borntrager are of that 
special breed that know no end to work until it is 
done . Their help and encouragement have been unes-
timable. 
Wally Johnson, our advisor, has been a valuable 
spiritual spring board. When everything was seem-
ingly wrong, he made me see that there was still 
something going right. 
To these three people I owe special grat itude. 
Editor 
In Memoriam 
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O.C.E. Book Store 
"THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE" 
*Full Service -Plus! 
*Drive-in Banking-Open 9 A.M. Daily 
*Complete Travel Service 
*Personal Service 
*"The Only Home-grown Bank in the Area" 
*"The Most Helpful Bank of All" 
S I N CE 1889 














7:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m. 
220 PACIFIC HIGHWAY 
MONMOUTH, OREGON 
Finseths' Men's Wear 
We carry a complete stock 
of men's & young mens 




and Sylvania T.V. 
and Stereo 
Contracting- Wiring-Repairing-
Appliances and Supplies 
623-3255 331 Main • Dallas 
STAN MALO 
INSURANCE 
Your Insurance Center 
P.O. Box 186 
Dallas, Oregon 
623-8161 
Independence Electric Co. 
" We sel I the best and service the res t" 
266 MAIN - 838-1667 
INDEPENDENCE, OREGON 
305 MAIN ST. 
PH . 623-2396 or 581 -2638 
Taylor's Drugs 
296 S. Main 
Independence 
838-1124 











"Where the Home Begins" 
169 S. Broad St. 
AJ & Mary Watson 
Independence Enterprise 
Newspaper 
Wedding Invitations· Reception Cards 
Pr inting· Publishing -
PHONE · 838- 1400 
INDEPENDENCE, OREGON 
Stationary 
DALLAS FLORAL & GREENHOUSES 
610 Birch Stree t Dial 623-3256 Dallas , Oregon 
Polk County State Bank 







*5% Auto Loans 
WES HEDLUND, Agent 
Auto· Life• Fire and Casualty 
139 E. Main, Monmouth, Oregon 97361 
Phone: Off: 838-1330 Res : 838-264 7 
Tom's Drive In 
Mil kshakes · Hamburgers - Softdrinks 
9 · 10 
Everyday 
373 N. PACIFIC MONMOUTH 
I 252 
GRANTS 
KNOWN FOR VA LUES 
260 N. LIBERTY SALEM 




183 E. MA IN MONMOUTH 
We Give S & H Green Stamps 
INDEPENDENCE LUMBER YARD 
BUILDING MATERIALS 
PH. 838-1771 PH . 838-1172 
DALLAS LUMBER & SUPPLY 
PH . 623-2341 
DAVISON 
AUTO PARTS 
AUTOMOTIV E EQUIPMENT 
AND 
142 N . P A CI F IC STREEf 
M ONMO U TH, OREGON 9736 1 
REPLACEMENT PARTS 
~ ISHOP"S 
SALEM'S LEADING STORE FOR 
MEN AND BOYS 
SALEM PLAZA 
495 CENTER ST. 
Valley Concrete & Gravel 









519 MAIN STREET DALLAS, OREGON 
SPECIALIZING IN TEAM EQUIPMENT 
Bill Beard 
Sporting Goods, Inc. 




372 STATE ST 
SAL EM, ORE GON 




183 W. Main Monmouth 
United States National Bank 
of Portland 
MONMOUTH BRANCH 
"THE BAN K FOR O.C .E. STUDENTS" 
193 EAST MA IN 
HENRY SUD E. RMAN 
O WNER 
623-4477 
D A LLAS 
623 -47 57 
MONMOUTH 
FE N TON BILYE U 
E M E RGENCY C ALL 
623 -3670 
I NDEPEND E NC E 
MONMOU T H 
838-2451 
D International 
Hot Water Heat 
WITHOUT PLUMBING 
w,a::.l!ng] 
It's the healthiest, the safest, and the most 
economical way to heat your home or office 
253 
254 
Webb's Rexall Drugs 
Prescriptions - Gifts 
Hallmark Card s 
WHERE QUALITY COSTS LESS 
PH. 838-0355 
IND EPENDENCE , OREGON 
CENTRAL A & W 
ROOT BEER 
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER 





Member of Federal Deposit Ins. Corp. 
Congratulations to Class and 
FacultyofO.C.E.for 1968. 
"Remember our sto re for 
your clothing needs" 
RANDALL'S TOGGERY 
Slauson Ford Sales 
MUSTANG 




LITTLE FLOWER SHOP 
"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS 
SAY IT WITH OURS" 
Pauline Housley 
415 - 11th Independence 
COMPLETE MENU SERVICE OR BUFFET 
BANQUET FACILITIES AVAILABLE UP TO 200 
PH 838-2500 
425 MAIN ST. MONMOUTH 
COAST to COAST 
" Everythin g for Home , Car, & Recreat ion" 
0 ~1 ,To~c-<SAsr 
C STORES --
Owners : 
153 E. MAIN ST. 
The W arringtons 
il\0 DALLAS 
(Jerry & Myrtle) 
MONMOUTH, ORE. 
i PHONE 623-2109 
· i UPHOLSTERY 
I~ 
NEW & REBUILT 
For Fine Upholstered Furniture 
CHAS. DHABOLT 
DALLAS-SALEM HWY. 
P.O. BOX 84 
DALLAS, OREGON 
Monmouth Pharmacy 
Kris and John McGonegal 
165 East Main 
S&H Green Stamps 
DRUGS - COSMETICS -
GREETING CARDS 
JOHN PFAFF INSURANCE 




1968 838- 11 55 
IND EPENDE NCE 
F1SHER & SCHULMERICH 




158 S. Pacific Monmouth 
Salem's Stereo 
Center 
Farnes Electronics, Inc. 
440 Church NE 
phone 364-3289 
* Sales * Service * Rentals * 
POWELL and DICKINSON, 
INSURANCE 
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We live in a troubled and confused world. People 
the world over are treading softly, nervously await-
ing 'the next trouble spot to erupt; all wondering 
what internal problem will explode in their midst 
and shatter their mask of pseudo-complacency. As 
Americans, we too face the unexpected eruption of 
some suppressed mushrooming monster of tension 
and hatred. The summer of 1967 saw racial blood-
shed engulf many of our major cities. When will we 
find the peace we desperately seek? 






Opinions founded on prejudice are al-
ways sustained with the greatest viol-
ence. 
Lord Francis Jeffrey 

